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Bessie Coleman: First Black Woman Pilot, Connie Plantz , 2001, 0766015459, 9780766015456. From an early age, Bessie

Coleman dreamed of flying, but racial bigotry and gender bias threatened to keep her grounded. Denied entrance to

flight training school in the United States, Coleman went to Europe. She returned, triumphant, with a pilot's license and

hopes of opening a flight school for African Americans. Raising funds as a stunt pilot, "Brave Bessie" thrilled her

audiences with aerial tricks. Author Connie Plantz captures all the tension and excitement of Coleman's soaring

achievements. Coleman's life ended in a tragic accident, but not before her dream of flight made aviation history.

Notary Public Guidebook for North Carolina, , 2006, 1560114800, 9781560114802. A reference work containing laws,

practices, and forms essential to notaries public in North Carolina. Contains updated text and forms since publication of

the ninth edition, 2004, including changes made by Session Law 2005-391 (Senate Bill 671). Changes include, among

other things, a requirement that the notarys name be typed or printed in a readable appearance near the notarys

signature; new requirements regarding the dimension and appearance of the notarys seal; specific direction about what

constitutes personal appearance of principals and subscribing witnesses and what a notary must do to verify their

identity; how a signature can be made by mark; new forms of acknowledgement certificates and direction about what

must be included in certificates completed by notaries; changes in the notary application, education, testing, and

commissioning requirements; and changes in the law regarding criminal offenses and sanctions for violating notary laws.

Rescuing Sprite: A Dog Lover's Story of Joy and Anguish, Mark R. Levin , 2007, 1416559248, 9781416559245. Although

Mark Levin is known as a constitutional lawyer and a nationally syndicated broadcaster, he is, first and foremost, a dog

lover. In 1998, he and his family welcomed a half-Border Collie/half-Cocker Spaniel they named Pepsi into their lives. Six

years later, his wife and son persuaded him to adopt a dog from the local shelter, a Spaniel mix. It turned out he was

older than originally thought, and he was the most beautiful dog they'd ever seen. They named him Sprite. Their lives

would never be the same. Sprite and Pepsi became fast friends. They did everything together, from rummaging through

the trash to loudly greeting the deliveryman. And the Levin family fell in love with him -- with his gentle nature, beautiful

face and soft, huggable fur. But on Halloween night, shortly after joining their family, Sprite suddenly collapsed and was

rushed to the animal hospital. It was the first of many such visits, and the start of a long journey for the Levin family,

filled with much joy and anguish. During the next two years, Sprite and Pepsi were inseparable. And Sprite's bond with

the Levin family deepened. Friends, neighbors, and even Mark's radio audience came to know and love Sprite. As Mark's

daughter turned eighteen and graduated from high school and Mark's son turned fifteen, Sprite's health deteriorated --

even as his spirits remained high and his beauty and grace continued to inspire. Between Thanksgiving and Christmas

2006, the Levin family said their emotional final goodbye. Crushed and consumed with grief, Mark turned to family,

friends, and fans for help. But new hope came when the Levins least expected it. Rescuing Sprite is a stunningly intimate
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look at the love between a family and a dog, one that movingly shows, in Mark Levin's words, that "in the end, we

humans are the lucky ones." The author will donate a portion of his proceeds from the sale of this book to animal

shelters.  

The European Communities Act 1972; the Building Act 1984; the Building Regulations 2000; the Building Regulations

2000; the Building Approved Inspectors Etc) Regulations 2000; the Energy Performance of Buildings Regulations

(Certificates and Inspections) (England and Wales) Regulations 2007; the ..., Great Britain: Department for Communities

and Local Government , 2008, 0117540013, 9780117540019. Dated 4 September 2008. Draws attention to the Energy

Performance of Buildings (Certificates and Inspections) (England and Wales) (Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2008 (S.I.

2008/2363, ISBN 9780110840949)

Highway Statistics, , 1971, 0115502181, 9780115502187. 

Hallucinating Jenny, George Sutton Breiding , 2000, 096766666X, 9780967666662. 

Statement of Accounts 1993-94, B. Gadd, Probation Board for Northern Ireland, Great Britain. National Audit Office ,

1995, 0102310955, 9780102310955. 

I Need to Do What?!: A Wedding Guide for the Groom, Best Man, and Ushers, Glenn C. Van Deusen , 1987,

0961906677, 9780961906672. Outlines the duties and responsibilities of the males in the wedding party.

Heads Have Rolled, Bill Crossick , 2007, 0953371115, 9780953371112. 

Complexity Theory: Exploring the Limits of Efficient Algorithms, R. Pruim, Ingo Wegener , 2005, 3540274774,

9783540274773. Complexity theory is the theory of determining the necessary resources for the solution of algorithmic

problems and, therefore, the limits of what is possible with the available resources. An understanding of these limits

prevents the search for non-existing efficient algorithms. This textbook considers randomization as a key concept and

emphasizes the interplay between theory and practice: New branches of complexity theory continue to arise in response

to new algorithmic concepts, and its results - such as the theory of NP-completeness - have influenced the development

of all areas of computer science. The topics selected have implications for concrete applications, and the significance of

complexity theory for today's computer science is stressed throughout.

Science Grade 1 Teacher Resource Package: Harcourt School Publishers Science Alabama, Hsp , 2005, 0153429291,

9780153429293. 

What the Best College Students Do, Ken Bain , 2012, 0674067479, 9780674067479. The author of the best-selling What

the Best College Teachers Do is back with humane, doable, and inspiring help for students who want to get the most out

of their education. The first thing they should do? Think beyond the transcript. Use these four years to cultivate habits of

thought that enable learning, growth, and adaptation throughout life.

Body Ornaments of Malaita, Solomon Islands, Ben Burt, David Akin, Michael Kwaioloa , 2009, 0714125784,
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9780714125787. The Kwara'ae and other peoples of Malaita island in Solomon Islands once dressed for special occasions

in ornaments of glistening white shell and pearl shell, intricately carved turtle shell, strings and straps of shell money-

beads and combs and bands patterned with colourful plant fibres. Today these ornaments are easier to find in museums

around the world than in Malaita, but the recollections of Kwara'ae elders help us to understand how and why they were

once made and worn. With contributions from the neighbouring Kwaio people who still make such things and examples

from other parts of the island in museum and private collections, this book provides the first comprehensive account of

Malaitan decorative and body arts. The book reviews the significance of body ornaments in Kwara'ae society, and the

history of their rejection under the changing circumstances of colonial rule and Christian conversion, illustrated by

historical photographs. It describes the materials, techniques and relationships by which ornaments were produced and

exchanged, and then catalogues the great variety of ornaments worn throughout Malaita, fully illustrated in detailed

drawings. A vanishing tradition is documented here for the interest of Solomon Islanders as well as all those who

appreciate Pacific Islands' arts.

The Only Gluten-free Guide to Gluttony, J. Sherwin , 2005, . 

Walking with Both Feet, , 2001, 095413060X, 9780954130602. 

Cooking by the Bootstraps: A Taste of Oklahoma Heaven Cooked Up by the Junior Welfare League of Enid, Oklahoma,

Joseph A. Tunzi, Inc The Junior Welfare League of Enid , 2002, 0960934014, 9780960934010. The cuisine of Oklahoma

is rich and diverse, as reflected in Cooking by the Bootstraps. Features "Beyond Salt & Pepper," an internationally

inspired spice chart, beautiful four-color photography, and 250 recipes from Cowboy Soup to Veal Marsala, Two-Step

Tenderloin to Chocolate Spice Truffles, and many, many more!

Happy friends. Reader. Pack 3A. What's for breakfast. Con CD Audio. Per la Scuola elemetare, , 2005, 0194402673,

9780194402675. 

MCSE Windows 2000: Network Infrastructur + MCSE Windows 2000 Active Dir Ectory, C. T. I. Course Technology , 2004,

. 

Free Woman: The Life and Times of Victoria Woodhull, Marion Meade , 2011, 1617560529, 9781617560521. Victoria

Woodhull is an historical figure too often ignored and undervalued by historians. Although she never achieved political

power, her actions and her presence on the political scene helped begin to change the way Americans thought about the

right to vote, particularly women's suffrage and she set the stage for political emancipations to come throughout the 20th

Century. Woodhull was a product of and a revolutionary within the socially conservative Victorian era which

predominated in the United States as much as it did in England. She was an anomaly within her era, an unlikely and

unconventional woman. She came from a background of poverty and her careers prior to entering politics included

fortune-telling, acting, being a stock broker, journalism and lecturing on women's rights. She ran for President of the
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United States in 1872. At that time, she had twice been divorced and she outraged even the feminists of her day by

refusing to confine her campaign to the issue of women's suffrage. She advocated a single sexual standard for men and

women, legalization of prostitution, reform of the marriage and family institutions, and "free love." She shocked a nation

largely because her plain-speaking was designed to expose the endemic hypocrisy of "respectable" people in society.

Marion Meade has created a vivid picture of the colorful figure that was Victoria Woodhull but she also fully portrays the

era in which she lived, in all of its truest and often most unflattering colors. She makes the 1870s read in many ways like

the 1970s not just because Victoria Woodhull was far ahead of her own time but also because many people in the

present era are still culturally behind the times.

, , , . 

The First Fifty Years: British Art of the 20th Century : from the Collection of the National Art Gallery, Wellington, New

Zealand, 1981, , 1981, 0959760709, 9780959760705. 

Remembering 1956, John Mcilroy , 2006, 0955112729, 9780955112720. 

Grannies' Shorts, Peg Connelly, Harriet Kenniger , 2003, 0972522905, 9780972522908. 

Managing Challenging Behaviours, , 2003, 0975048856, 9780975048856. Practical strategies for overcoming

communication difficulties in autism, Asperger's Syndrome and other social disorders.

Living the Soul Dolce Vita, Leanna Burns , 2005, 0974808776, 9780974808772. Leanna Burns, who writes about the soul

and the letting go process, is at it again. Only this time, it is not about letting go of the weight (From A to Z: Feed Your

Soul and Lose the Weight), nor is it about letting go of society's mythical standard of physical beauty (Soul Beautiful,

Naturally). Living the Soul Dolce Vita is about letting go of your stuff -- the stuff that gets in the way of soul

communication, acknowledgment and recognition. This book is not just about having a garage sale and releasing a few

household items that no longer interest you. It is about getting interested in your soul, and making room for it in your

crowded and busy life. When your soul defines who you are versus the trappings of your life doing so, then you will be

truly Living the Soul Dolce Vita.

Bayou Folk, Kate Chopin , 2009, 1113624124, 9781113624123. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was

curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with

imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional

errors that do not impede the reading experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring

the book back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.

Speaking Our Language, Jeannette T. Gregory , 2003, . 

High-Altitude Medicine and Pathology, Donald Heath, David Reid Williams , 1995, 0192625047, 9780192625045. This is a

beautifully written and illustrated account of the problems of coping with exposure to high altitude. The features of
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acclimatization in humans are examined, with chapters devoted to the effects of high altitude on the cardiopulmonary

and digestive systems, sleep, fertility andpregnancy, infection and allergy, athletic performance, and cerebral function.

There are also detailed descriptions of the various high-altitude diseases. As well as being of obvious practical

significance to those clinicians accompanying or responsible for climbers, tourists, soldiers, athletes, and astronomers at

high altitude, this completely revised fourth edition has a broad scientific appeal, with up-to-date information on

hyperbaric treatmentof acute mountain sickness, the new syndromes of subacute mountain sickness in Tibet and India,

and cancer in the Andes.

Partially ordered topological vector spaces, Yau-Chuen Wong, Kung-fu Ng , 1973, 0198535236, 9780198535232. 

World of Gemstones, Rudolf Duda, Lubo Rejl , 1998, 094500530X, 9780945005308. A practical guide for anyone

interested in the world of precious stones. More than 260 color photos in this beautiful guide show 80 species and

varieties of gemstones from across the world. Physical, chemical, culture, and supernatural properties are presented.

Warrior Scarlet, Rosemary Sutcliff , 1994, 0374482446, 9780374482442. In Bronze Age Britain, young Drem must

overcome his disability-a withered arm-if he is to prove his manhood and become a warrior.

Silver dental fillings: the toxic timebomb : can the mercury in your dental fillings poison you?, Sam Ziff , 1984,

0943358248, 9780943358246. A significant and shocking expos of one of the greatest health dangers of our time. The

amalgam used to fill teeth is 40 to 50 percent mercury, a known poison. This book explains how mercury migrates from

the teeth into the body, affecting our overall health in a dramatic manner. This groundbreaking book includes the

following topics and questions: Mercury in Medicine and Dentistry; The History of Mercury in Medicine; The Arguments

For and Against; Do we really have electricity in our mouths? Measurement of Mercury in the urine; How long does it stay

in the body? Mercury in the body, where does it go? Does Mercury cause any changes in our tissues and organs? Does

Mercury cause psychiatric and behavioural changes? Micromercurialism, signs and symptoms. This pioneering book is

written in a clear, straightforward manner, ideal for the layman and professional who want to become aware of the body

of information currently available on mercury toxicity from dental amalgams. Then, informed, each individual can draw

his own conclusions.

Ndi shangoni: nganeapfufhi, N. L. Tshikalange , 2007, 095850833X, 9780958508339. 

Free to Spend Mission Log: Money Management That's Fun!, , 1994, 0974701114, 9780974701110. The Mission Log is

the practical application tool of Free To Spend. With use it will help you keep all the money you want! Have the

confidence to make wise financial decisions day or night. See a world full of immediate financial opportunities and future

potential every time you use your Mission Log! Convenient size tucks neatly into your existing checkbook cover. Example

page found in the center of each log.

Benny Gets a Bully-Ache, Jane Bomberger , 1997, 0963815245, 9780963815248. Benny the Bull, the Chicago Bulls
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mascot, visits Forest Ave. and helps the children there with a neighborhood bully.

The Little Moon-queen, Gerda Wielander , 2000, 0953989704, 9780953989706. 

Damn the Allegators, Joseph E. Carter , 2000, 0963435760, 9780963435767. 

Recreational Rides Around Portland, Steve Vess, Ann Vess, Melissa Vess , 2002, 0972126708, 9780972126700. A

collection of the authors' favorite scenic, recreational bicycle rides around the greater Portland, Oregon area.

Amy Kept a Diary, Roger Green , 2011, 0975210955, 9780975210956. 

Basic Deliverance Manual, Vann Hutchinson, Sandy Hutchinson , 2012, 0988740001, 9780988740006. 

Presidents of Hope and Change: Bringing Hope to Our Future by Reaching Into Our Astrological Past, Marilyn Muir ,

2009, 0981987001, 9780981987002. How astrology predicts our nation's future by reaching into our past.Is President

Obama the right man for the job?The author takes you on a fascinating journey through the stars as she details the

strengths and weakness in Obama's own sky map; describing how and where it aligns to not only the birth chart of the

USA but also his connections to the specific chart of his own inauguration.

God's Big Picture: Tracing the Storyline of the Bible, Vaughan Roberts , 2012, 0830863893, 9780830863891. Sixty-six

books written by forty people over nearly 2,000 years, in two languages and several different genres. A worldwide

bestseller published in countless sizes and bindings, translations and languages. Sworn by in court, fought over by

religious people, quoted in arguments. The Bible is clearly no ordinary book. How can you begin to read and understand

it as a whole? In this excellent overview, Vaughan Roberts gives you the big pictureshowing how the different parts of

the Bible fit together under the theme of the kingdom of God. He provides both the encouragement and the tools to help

you read the Bible with confidence and understanding. And he points you to the Bible's supreme subject, Jesus Christ,

and the salvation God offers through him.

Proceedings of the Closing Twenty_sixth Ordinary Meeting of SARCCUS, Pequenos Libombos, Moambique, 4-8 May 1998,

Southern African Regional Commission for the Conservation and Utilisation of the Soil. Meeting, Southern African

Regional Commission for the Conservation and Utilisation of the Soil , 1998, 0949986380, 9780949986382. 

History and Development of Small Arms Ammunition: British Sporting Rifle, , ISBN 0960498206, 9780960498208, George

A. Hoyem , 1985, 0960498273, 9780960498277. 

The Hunting Guide to the Paunsagaunt, Robert L. King , 1994, 0963350129, 9780963350121. 

Superior Heartland: A Backwoods History, C. Fred Rydholm , 2004, . Two-volume history of Michigan's central Upper

Peninsula by local historian/author/storyteller C. Fred Rydholm.

The Fertile Female: How the Power of Longing for a Child Can Save Your Life and Change the World, Julia Indichova ,

2007, 0966007875, 9780966007879. In the past two decades, the number of fertility clinics in the U.S. has increased by

900%. Helping women conceive has become a $3 billion a year industry. At the same time, the majority of high-tech
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procedures?an estimated 75 percent?fail to produce results. Written by a woman whose expertise grew from an

extensive counseling practice as well as personal experience, The Fertile Female addresses fertility in a new way,

encompassing alternative medicine and mind-body therapies that may tip the scales in favor of conception. Writing in a

compassionate voice and including experiences with some of the hundreds of women she's worked with in the past 15

years, Julie Indichova addresses the physical, emotional, and spiritual aspects of achieving fertility.

Preliminary Spring Creek Depletion Assessment, Scott Wilson, Marlborough District (N.Z.). District Council , 2010,

0986466417, 9780986466410. 

Prediction Or Premonition: Coincidence be Damned!, Lorna Middleton , 1989, 0946270805, 9780946270804. 

Mask of the Sun, , Philip Thatcher , 2007, 0968668720, 9780968668726. 

Wrestles With God, Kyle Foley , 2005, 0976647117, 9780976647119. Within the reader will find some 260 poetic prayers

spread over a two year period that chronicle the author's struggle to live according to God's will. One might find insight

into their own attempt to understand the mind of God as well as inspiration to rededicate thesmelves to or intensify their

love for the Creator. All prayers are addressed to "the Lord" thus excluding none of the three monotheistic religions. An

innovative writing style is used employing a galaxy of invented words and unique modes of expression.

Psychology: An International Discipline in Context, Douglas A. Bernstein, Julie Ann Pooley, Lynne Cohen, Bethanie

Gouldthorp, Stephen Provost, Jacquelyn Cranney, Louis A. Penner, Alison Clarke-Stewart, Edward J. Roy , 2013,

0170218414, 9780170218412. Introductory texts in psychology present an opportunity to discover reasons for human

behaviour and address the issues which impact upon their behaviour. This first Australian and New Zealand adaptation of

the well respected Psychology 9th edition, by Bernstein et al. continues to strike a balance between classical and

contemporary topics with an easy to read, comprehensive, research-oriented approach. The text takes an active learning

approach with the use of hallmark pedagogical features such as Linkages, Focus on Research Methods, and Thinking

Critically. Features enriching this adaptation include research, issues and examples of psychology relevant to the

Australian and New Zealand regional perspective; indigenous research; graduate attributes and psychological literacy

sections; other cultural and international considerations, and extended online appendices for searching psychology

databases and careers in psychology.

Federal Income Taxation of Insurance Companies: 1998-1999 Supplement, Emanuel Seth Burstein , 1999, 0965435628,

9780965435628. 

Instructor's Testbank Manual to Accompany Money, Banking and the Canadian Financial System, 5, H. H. Binhammer, P.

Pieper , 1988, 0176034234, 9780176034238. 

TX Time-Savr Lssn Res(ch 24)G4 Spn Mth09, HSP , 2007, . 

The Smoking Scare De-Bunked, William T. Whitby , 1986, 0959556419, 9780959556414. 
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Proceedings of the First California Thermal Insulation Conference: Papers Presented at the California Thermal Insulation

Conference, Sacramento Hilton Inn, Sacramento, California, USA, September 19 to 20, 1988, , 1988, 0962188808,

9780962188800. 

Report on the Census of Production, , 1979, 0115127399, 9780115127397. 

Fabricating the Absolute Fake: America in Contemporary Pop Culture, Jaap Kooijman , 2008, 9053564926,

9789053564929. The pageantry of Oprah Winfreysdaytime talk show, the Atlanta-based Coca-Cola empire, Michael

Jacksons turn from the King of Pop into an iconic global recluse: American pop cultureand the contemporary films,

television programs, and cultural objects that determine itdominates the rest of the world through its hegemonic

presence. Does that make everyone a hybridized American or do these elements find mediation within the other cultures

that consume them? Fabricating the Absolute Fake applies elements of postmodern theoryJean Baudrillardshyperreality

and Umberto Ecos absolute fake, among othersto this globally mediated American pop culture in order to examine both

the phenomena itself and its appropriation in the Netherlands, as evidenced by diverse cultural icons like the Elvis-

inspired crooner Lee Towers, the Moroccan-Dutch white rapper Ali B, musical tributes to an assassinated politician, and

the Dutch reality soap opera scene.A fascinating exploration of how global cultures struggle to create their own America

within a postSeptember 11 media culture, Fabricating theAbsolute Fakereflects on what it might mean to truly take part

in American popular culture.A brilliant, thoroughly enjoyable work of cultural critique. . . . Jaap Kooijman takes seemingly

exhausted concepts like Americanization and turns them on their head.Anne McCarthy, New York University

OSF/Motif programmer's guide: revision 2.0 (for OSF/Motif release 2.0)., Open Software Foundation , 1995,

0131431587, 9780131431584. 

Post Partum Depression and Anxiety: A Self-Help Guide for Mothers, , 1997, 0969298323, 9780969298328. 

Dance!: Best of Club Design, BRAUN , 2009, 3037680296, 9783037680292. In New York, Berlin and Tokyo, night is the

new day, and life is celebrated in some of the most unusual clubs around. With unique style and creative design, a

culture of its own is staged. The wide field of international design is presented using projects by up-and-coming artists

and established interior decorators.

The Life of the Law: The People and Cases that Have Shaped Our Society, from King Alfred to Rodney King, Alfred H.

Knight , 1998, 0195122399, 9780195122398. Law is intended to apply to common life and should be comprehensible to

ordinary folk, but increasingly, it is not. The meaning of the law is becoming inaccessible, not only to the public but to the

bar itself. In The Life of the Law, Alfred H. Knight outlines how some of the main contours of American law came to be as

he recounts twenty-one stories beginning with Alfred the Great in the late ninth century and ending with the Rodney King

trials in 1993. Knight gives us a veritable "biography" of our legal tradition by focusing on the key individuals, and the

pivotal cases that have helped to mold the law as we know it today. The Life of the Law finds a riveting story behind
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each historic decision and recounts the tales with both narrative flair and ironic wit. The law is a living organism,

constantly changing as new cases are decided, building on and modifying decisions that went before. Every case, no

matter how lofty the principles involved, represents a human drama, a clash of competing desires. Alfred Knight's

reflections on how twenty-one of these cases have left their mark on our society will inform and fascinate anyone

interested in the law.

The International Who's who: 1990-91, Europa Publications Limited , 1990, 0946653585, 9780946653584. 

Change the Locks, Simon French , 2005, 0143301721, 9780143301721. 'I remember when you were five, ' Patrick tells

his friend Steven. 'I remember. You were strange when you first started at the school in town.'But Steven doesn't

remember, or does he? A stranger's name is suddenly vivid and familiar. He can recall being alone on a road in the

middle of nowhere and a house full of people in a city far from where he lives. His mother evades Steven's questions

about the past.Can Steven unravel the mystery of his memories?

Preacher: Ancient history, Garth Ennis , 1998, 1852869143, 9781852869144. An anthology of three graphic novels, Saint

of Killers, The Good Old Boys, and the Story of You Know Who, as told by the preacher, the Reverend Jesse Custer.

The Age of Bede, Saint Bede (the Venerable), Eddius Stephanus , 1983, 0140444378, 9780140444377. 

Helping Smallstock Keepers Enhance Their Livelihoods: Improving Management of Smallholder Owned Sheep and Goats

by Utilising Local Resources : Proceedings of the Second DFID Livestock Production Programme Link Project (R7798)

Workshop for Smallstock Keepers, Sokoine University of Agriculture ..., Tim Smith , 2002, 095392744X, 9780953927449. 

Similarity and Analogical Reasoning, Stella Vosniadou, Andrew Ortony , 1989, 0521389356, 9780521389358. Similarity

and analogy are fundamental in human cognition. They are crucial for recognition and classification, and have been

associated with scientific discovery and creativity. Any adequate understanding of similarity and analogy requires the

integration of theory and data from diverse domains. This interdisciplinary volume explores current development in

research and theory from psychological, computational, and educational perspectives, and considers their implications for

learning and instruction. The distinguished contributors examine the psychological processes involved in reasoning by

similarity and analogy, the computational problems encountered in simulating analogical processing in problem solving,

and the conditions promoting the application of analogical reasoning in everyday situations.

Through my eyes, Ruby Bridges , 2001, 0439362210, 9780439362214. Ruby Bridges recounts the story of her

involvement, as a six-year-old, in the integration of her school in New Orleans in 1960.

Companion Website - Schneider, David Schneider , 2001, . 

Sojourner Truth: Ain't I a Woman?, Patricia C. McKissack, Fredrick McKissack, Jr. , 1994, 0785725156, 9780785725152.

Published to coincide with African-American History Month, here is the stirring, award-winning biography of Sojourner

Truth--preacher, abolitionist, and activist for the rights of African-Americans and women. "A rich profile".--School Library
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Journal. A 1993 Coretta Scott King Honor Book.

International Human Rights Law in Africa, Frans Viljoen , 2012, 0199645582, 9780199645589. This book provides a

comprehensive and analytical overview of human rights law in Africa. It examines the institutions, norms, and processes

for human rights realization provided for under the United Nations system, the African Union, and sub-regional economic

communitites in Africa, and explores their relationship with the national legal systems of African states. Since the

establishment of the African Union in 2001, there has been a proliferation of regional institutions that are relevant to

human rights in Africa. These include the Pan African Parliament, the Peace and Security Council, the Economic, Social

and Cultural Council and the African Peer Review Mechanism of the New Partnership for Africa's Development. This book

discusses the links between these institutions. It further examines the case law stemming from Africa' most important

human rights instrument, the African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights, which entered into force on 21 October

1986. This new edition contains a new chapter on the African Children's Rights Committee as well as full coverage of new

developments and instruments, such as the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, the Convention on

Enforced Disappearances, and the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance. Three cross-cutting themes

are explored throughout the book: national implementation and enforcement of international human rights law; legal and

other forms of integration; and the role of human rights in the eradication of poverty. The book also provides an

introduction to the relevant human rights concepts.

Database Management and Design, Gary William Hansen, James V. Hansen , 1992, 0132007916, 9780132007917. 

Photographic and Document Copying Equipment, Stationery Office, The , 1982, 0115285660, 9780115285660. 

The Movie Business Book, Jason E. Squire , 1983, 0136045952, 9780136045953. Behind the glitter of Hollywood lies a

high-powered, multibillion-dollar business whose workings are known only to industry insiders. In The Movie Business

Book, forty of Hollywood's most celebrated producers, directors, screenwriters, agents, lawyers, marketers, distributors,

exhibitors, and deal makers reveal the secrets of their trade in personal accounts that are both highly informative and

wonderfully entertaining. This new edition -- fully revised and updated for the movie industry of the '90s -- includes such

unique perspectives as David Puttnam on producers, Sydney Pollack on directors, Henry Jaglom on independent

filmmaking, Mike Medavoy on studio management, Richard Childs on home video, Martin Polon on new technology, and

thirty-four more.

Mechanical Design: An Integrated Approach, A. C. Ugural , 2004, 007242155X, 9780072421552. Ugural's Mechanical

Design: An Integrated Approach provides a comprehensive, unified approach to the subject of machine element design

for Mechanical Engineering students and practicing engineers. The author's expertise in engineering mechanics is

demonstrated in Part I (Fundamentals), where readers are given an exceptionally strong treatment of the design process,

stress & strain, deflection & stiffness, energy methods, and failure/fatigue criteria. Advanced topics in mechanics (marked
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with an asterisk in the Table of Contents) are provided for optional use. The first 8 chapters provide the conceptual basis

for Part II (Applications), where the major classes of machine components are covered. Optional coverage of finite

element analysis is included, in the final chapter of the text, with selected examples and cases showing FEA applications

in mechanical design. In addition to numerous worked-out examples and chapter problems, detailed Case Studies are

included to show the intricacies of real design work, and the integration of engineering mechanics concepts with actual

design procedures. The author provides a brief but comprehensive listing of derivations for users to avoid the "cookbook"

approach many books take. Numerous illustrations provide a visual interpretation of the equations used, making the text

appropriate for diverse learning styles. The approach is designed to allow for use of calculators and computers

throughout, and to show the ways computer analysis can be used to model problems and explore "what if?" design

analysis scenarios. An Online Learning Center website provides a wealth of resources for instructors, students and other

readers; and a printed Instructor Solutions Manual is also available.

Conversations on Our First 50 Years, John; Golder Associates Boyd , 2011, 098666460X, 9780986664601. 

Portrait of Ireland (Nf), Liam De Paor Staff , 1999, . 

Winning Defenses in Drunk Driving Cases, Dana Shilling , 1987, 0139606262, 9780139606267. 

Immigration Appeals: Selected Reports of Decisions of the House of Lords, the Court of Appeal, the Court of Session and

the High Court and Selected Reported Determinations of the Immigration Appeal Tribunal and the Asylum and

Immigration Tribunal ("AIT"), Great Britain: Immigration Appeal Tribunal , 2005, . 

Legend, Book 3, Rowena Portch , 2013, 0988627523, 9780988627529. To test one's spirit, a soul must live through the

unthinkable, survive the unbearable, and reach for the impossible. Being a legend is not something Skye ever wanted.

The fact remains, however, and she must live up to the part; even when it means allowing the human in her to die. Skye

does this and more, but not without the help of her mate, Khalen. Together they forge a bond that withstands the fury of

hell and achieves the glory of a love that never fades. Will the legend live on and strengthen the feeble race of Spirians

who face extinction, or will evil prevail and destroy the very thing that sustains belief and hope for a better future?

Mary Baker Eddy's Published Writings (in Addition to Those in "Prose Works"): Complete Record of Messages,

Recommendations, Corrections, Endorsements, Interviews, as Given in Her Periodicals (1895-1910), with Context and

Precise References for Those Whose Text is in Prose Works, Science and ..., , Mary Baker Eddy , 1987, 0950728624,

9780950728629. 

Listening Power: Language Focus : Comprehension Focus : Note Taking Skills : Listening for Pleasure. teacher's pack,

Volume 2, David Bohlke, Bruce Rogers , 2011, 0136114261, 9780136114260. This series takes a targeted approach to

teaching listening skills that students need inside and outside the classroom and on standardized tests such as the TOEFL

and TOEIC. Includes matching, circling, numbering, filling-in-the-blank,crossword puzzles, short answer, listening and
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group exercises.

On the Road Again . . . the Spice of Life . . . Cooking Magic!, Maxine S. Sommers , 1988, 0943991102, 9780943991108. 

Defining a Small Business Enterprise in South Africa, 1992, G. H. G. Lucas , 1992, 0947459340, 9780947459345. 

Two Chameleons : Pig Field Racing, , John Redclyf, P. J. R. Ward , 1985, 0948655038, 9780948655036. 

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupry , 1995, 0140369279, 9780140369274. 

Simon & Schuster Handbook for Writers, Lynn Quitman Troyka, Douglas Dean Hesse , 2005, 013144364X,

9780131443648. A self-instruction manual and reference book for academic, personal, business, and public audience

writing. Coverage includes writing college-level essays, source-based arguments, and research papers; thinking and

reading critically; using documentation style correctly; designing documents; writing for the Web; writing about

literature; writing for business; creating oral presentations; taking essay tests; and using correct grammar, punctuation,

and mechanics correctly. Anyone looking to succeed and fulfill their potential in writing.

Horizon: Test Prep: US History Answer Key: Virginia Edition, HSP, Harcourt School Publishers Staff , 2002, . 

Golden Vision Superclub Money Mates Manual: How to Make a Million the Easy Way! & Much More, Prince Roman , 1997,

0958720924, 9780958720922. 

Matlab and Simulink Student Version 2012: A Modern Control Engineering, Mathworks The, Katsuhiko Ogata , 2012,

1447935411, 9781447935414. This package includes a physical copy of Modern Control Engineering (International

Version) by Katsuhiko Ogata, as well as access to MATLAB. For senior or graduate-level students taking a first course in

Control Theory (in departments of Mechanical, Electrical, Aerospace, and Chemical Engineering). "A comprehensive,

senior-level textbook for control engineering." Ogatas ""Modern Control Engineering, 5/e," " offers the comprehensive

coverage of continuous-time control systems that all senior students must have, including frequency response approach,

root-locus approach, and state-space approach to analysis and design of control systems. The text provides a gradual

development of control theory, shows how to solve all computational problems with MATLAB, and avoids highly

mathematical arguments. A wealth of examples and worked problems are featured throughout the text. The new edition

includes improved coverage of Root-Locus Analysis (Chapter 6) and Frequency-Response Analysis (Chapter 8).The author

has also updated and revised many of the worked examples and end-of-chapter problems. This text is ideal for control

systems engineers.

Sober Thoughts: A Collection of Traditional Rhyme and Prose, Volume 1, , Rebecca Moore , 1994, . 

Still Life, John Miller , 2002, 0954231260, 9780954231262. 

Disney Years: Seen Through a Photographer's Lens, , 2002, 0971793220, 9780971793224. Disneyland Seen Through

Photographers Lens Collector Book, captures the fast moving construction of Southern California's most famous new

tourist destination. Throughout the twelve-month period of construction (1954 - 1955) and throughout the first decade of
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Disneyland's operation . These extraordinary images of Disneyland history are revealed by showing the construction of

Disneyland, Walt Disney,Tom Sawyers Island, Wally Boag,Skull RockMonrail Construction,Engine #3 and many more.

Vest-pocket Guide to Business Writing: The Instant-answer Source for Today's Business Writer, Deborah Dumaine ,

1997, 0136142648, 9780136142645. "Fast, accurate answers to all your business writing questions will be at your

fingertips when you put this handy, carry-it-anywhere resource to work for you. Packed with practical guidance and real-

world examples, it helps you write better business documents in half the time; design proposals that get the results you

want; generate e-mail that commands attention; use new technology with confidence; write with greater clarity and

impact; avoid redundancy, stiff phrasing, and "bureaucratic" writing; make every word count; handle complex technical

topics with ease; learn the fine art of sending bad news; avoid embarrassing mistakes in grammar and usage; organize

formal documents for impact; use visuals to maximum effect; and choose the best formatting techniques."--BOOK

JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

History of United States Naval Operations in World War II: The Rising Sun in the Pacific, 1931 - April 1942, , Samuel Eliot

Morison , 2001, 0785813047, 9780785813040. This spectacular 15-volume series charts the U.S. Naval operations during

World War II with an insider's perspective. Morison, a Harvard professor, was given a special rank and writing post by

FDR. He had active duty aboard eleven different ships, allowing him to witness many crucial battles in both the Atlantic

and the Pacific oceans. Includes many maps and official file photographs.

Treasure Trail, Annie Hughes, Kim Brown , 1994, 0140810765, 9780140810769. 

Technically-Write!, Ron S. Blicq, Lisa A. Moretto , 2007, 0131737236, 9780131737235. Technically-Write!explores the

most effective techniques for written and oral communication in today's business world , and covers all aspects of

technical correspondence, report writing, oral communication, and the job-seeking process. This comprehensive, mid-

level text has been Canada's best-selling technical writing text for more than 30 years. Featuring Blicqs patented pyramid

approach to the writing process, this unique method helps students structure their documents to grab and maintain a

reader's attention. The updated seventh edition of this well established book has been streamlined to utilize a more brief

and direct "on-the-job" approach. With an additional emphasis on email,Technically-Write!continues to reflect today's

evolving professional world, and will continue to aid todays evolving professional writers.

Beagle A.61 Series 2 (Terrier) G-ATMS, Report on the Accident Near Saltby, Leicestershire, on 18 August 1973, Great

Britain. Department of Transport. Accidents Investigation Branch, Stationery Office, The , 1974, 0115113789,

9780115113789. 

Prince Rupert's Drops, John Hindle , 1993, 0947539174, 9780947539177. 

Hydrofoil Mystery, Eric Walters , 2008, 0143168614, 9780143168614. 

Department of Energy Science and Technology Partnership Act: Hearings Before the Committee on Energy and Natural
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Resources, United States Senate, One Hundred Second Congress, First Session, on S. 1351, to Encourage Partnerships

Between Department of Energy Laboratories and Educational ..., , , United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on

Energy and Natural Resources , 1991, 0160356482, 9780160356483. 

Reaching Readers, Information Texts. Teacher's Guide and Transparency Pack, 3, Nancy Bittenbinder, Margaret Lysecki ,

2005, 0131972499, 9780131972490. 

Investment Fables: Exposing the Myths of "can't Miss" Investment Strategies, Aswath Damodaran , 2004, 0131403125,

9780131403123. The truth about 13 of today's most widely touted investment strategies. 10 powerful lessons for every

investor Overcoming the enduring myths about markets High dividend stocks: better and safer than bonds--or not?

Cheap stocks: cheap for a reason? Should you invest in quality? Momentum? The next big thing? Or what? You've heard

'em. (Maybe even from your broker!) They're the "can't lose" investment stories that promise you a no-risk path to profits

... "Buy companies trading below book value." "Follow the momentum." "Buy stocks with low P/Es." "Stick with quality."

"Buy after bad news." "Buy after good news." "Follow the insiders." "Do whatever Warren Buffett's doing." And on, and

on, and on ... They sound good. But do they really work? You're about to find out. In Investment Fables, one of the

world's leading investment researchers runs the numbers on 13 of today's most widely touted strategies, objectively

answering the questions your broker can't answer. Has it worked over the long term? Over the short term? If it made

sense once, does it still make sense? Are the promised benefits a statistical mirage? Could it work, as one part of your

investment strategy? What are the downsides-and how can you mitigate them? If you want to make smarter investment

decisions, you'll find this book utterly indispensable.

Let's Fish the Otways, Stan Wright , 1984, 0959680241, 9780959680249. 

The Mysterious Recorder and the Door to Elsewhere, Michael Davies , 2012, 0987306901, 9780987306906. 

Dancing with Siva: Hinduism's Contemporary Catechism, Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami , 2003, 094549789X,

9780945497899. Pocketbook

Cardiology: An Illustrated Textbook, Volume 1, , Kanu Chatterjee , 2013, 9350252759, 9789350252758. This two volume

set presents recent advances in the knowledge and technology related to the field of cardiology. Beginning with a basic

introduction, the text continues with a step by step approach through the subject, covering topics such as cardiovascular

pharmacology, electrophysiology, coronary heart diseases, myocardial and pericardial disease and more. With

contributions from leading international experts and over 1500 colour photographs, each chapter contains additional

comments and guidelines from reputed international bodies. The book is accompanied by a DVD ROM containing high

quality video footage of echocardiography.

Building Maintenance: Forms, Checklists and Procedures, Roger W. Liska, Judith Morrison Liska , 2001, 0130935786,

9780130935786. This handbook includes over 100 time-saving inspection checklists, over 50 lists of required tools,
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materials and equipment for day-to-day housekeeping maintenance, instant reference tables which outline what

substances are harmful to specific types of materials and much more.

Reflections on Philosophy and Religion, Alan Donagan , 1999, 0195121325, 9780195121322. This book contains the

collected papers of Alan Donagan on topics in the philosophy of religion. Donagan was respected as a leading figure in

American moral philosophy. His untimely death in 1991 prevented him from collecting his philosophical reflections on

religion, particularly Christianity, and its relation to ethics and other concerns. This collection, therefore, constitutes the

fullest expression of Donagan's thought on Christianity and ethics, in which it is possible to discern the outlines of a

coherent, overarching theory. Editor Anthony Perovich has supplied a useful introduction, which brings Donagan's work

into focus and brings out the unifying themes in the essays.

The Twelve Terrors of Christmas, John Updike , 1993, . 

Sociology Update: The 'Soc Swot'., , 1984, 095084201X, 9780950842011. 

Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993, Great Britain. Welsh Office , 1997, 0117534102, 9780117534100. Noise and

Statutory Nuisance Act 1993

The Gladstone Lakes Mystery, , David Skidd , 1993, 0963621408, 9780963621405. Three brothers from California visit

the Yukon Territory, never expecting to find a pouch in a woodpecker's nest, a drug ring, and a cache of gold.

Sci Fied Brainiacs, Tiffany Leung, Maggie King, Rick Chi , 2011, 0984800603, 9780984800605. 

Feed the Temple with Love, Swami Durgananda , 2004, 0957910347, 9780957910348. 

Rewarding Excellence: Pay Strategies for the New Economy, Edward E. Lawler, III , 1999, 0787950742, 9780787950743.

In this work, acclaimed management expert Edward Lawler tells companies what they can do to meet today's "rewards

systems challenge"--attracting and retaining talented employees in a market where the employees hold the upper hand.

Here, Lawler outlines a creative compensation system that recognizes employee knowledge and skill as a critical aspect

of an organization's net worth. In basing his system on the individual employee's value to the organization, Lawler

introduces an approach to compensation that simultaneously motivates employees to higher levels of performance and

increases shareholder value.To read the introduction from this book, click here.

Paul Benjamins: Living in London, Paintings and Works on Paper ; 23 November-24 December 2004, Paul Benjamins ,

2004, 0953957160, 9780953957163. 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process: Applications and Studies, Bruce L. Golden, Edward A. Wasil, Patrick T. Harker , 2012,

3642502466, 9783642502460. Management science is a di scipl ine dedicated to the development of techniques that

enable decision makers to cope with the increasing complexity of our world. The early burst of excitement which was

spawned by the development and successful applications of linear programming to problems in both the public and

private sectors has challenged researchers to develop even more sophisticated methods to deal with the complex nature
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of decision making. Sophistication, however, does not always trans 1 ate into more complex mathematics. Professor

Thomas L. Saaty was working for the U. S. Defense Department and for the U. S. Department of State in the late 1960s

and early 1970s. In these positions, Professor Saaty was exposed to some of the most complex decisions facing the

world: arms control, the Middle East problem, and the development of a transport system for a Third World country.

While having made major contributions to numerous areas of mathematics and the theory of operations research, he

soon realized that one did not need complex mathematics to come to grips with these decision problems, just the right

mathematics! Thus, Professor Saaty set out to develop a mathematically-based technique for analyzing complex

situations which was sophisticated in its simplicity. This technique became known as the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

and has become very successful in helping decision makers to structure and analyze a wide range of problems.

The Covenant of Salt, H. D. Williams , 2010, 0982223072, 9780982223079. This book examines the use of the word

"salt" in the Bible. The word has been interpreted in many different ways over the centuries. Many have complained of

the difficulty understanding the meaning of salt found in various passages. Just as leaven has a consistent meaning

throughout the Bible, this book reveals the usual typological meaning of salt as "the Words of God."

Water Industry, Stationery Office, The , 1999, . 

Peptide Regulation of Cardiovascular Function, Hiroo Imura, Hisayuki Matsuo, Tomoh Masaki , 1991, 0123707404,

9780123707406. 

Headwork, Book 6, , , Chris Culshaw, Deborah Waters, David Craig , 1990, 0198333889, 9780198333883. 

Manganese in Raw and Potable Waters by Spectrophotometry (using Formaldoxime), 1977 Tentative Method, Great

Britain. Standing Committee of Analysts , 1978, 0117513288, 9780117513280. 

Handbook of Molecular Microbial Ecology I: Metagenomics and Complementary Approaches, , ISBN 0470924187,

9780470924181, Frans J. de Bruijn , 2011, 1118010442, 9781118010440. The premiere two-volume reference on

revelations from studying complex microbial communities in many distinct habitatsMetagenomics is an emerging field that

has changed the way microbiologists study microorganisms. It involves the genomic analysis of microorganisms by

extraction and cloning of DNA from a group of microorganisms, or the direct use of the purified DNA or RNA for

sequencing, which allows scientists to bypass the usual protocol of isolating and culturing individual microbial species.

This method is now used in laboratories across the globe to study microorganism diversity and for isolating novel medical

and industrial compounds.Handbook of Molecular Microbial Ecology is the first comprehensive two-volume reference to

cover unculturable microorganisms in a large variety of habitats, which could not previously have been analyzed without

metagenomic methodology. It features review articles as well as a large number of case studies, based largely on original

publications and written by international experts. This first volume, Metagenomics and Complementary Approaches,

covers such topics as:Background information on DNA reassociation and use of 16 rRNA and other DNA fingerprinting
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approachesSpecies designation in microbiologyMetagenomics: Introduction to the basic tools with examplesConsortia and

databasesBioinformaticsComputer-assisted analysisComplementary approachesmicroarrays, metatranscriptomics,

metaproteomics, metabolomics, and single cell analysisA special feature of this volume is the highlighting of the

databases and computer programs used in each study; they are listed along with their sites in order to facilitate the

computer-assisted analysis of the vast amount of data generated by metagenomic studies.Handbook of Molecular

Microbial Ecology I is an invaluable reference for researchers in metagenomics, microbiology, and environmental

microbiology; those working on the Human Microbiome Project; microbial geneticists; molecular microbial ecologists; and

professionals in molecular microbiology and bioinformatics.

Swann's Way, Marcel Proust , 2013, 0143124692, 9780143124696. From A to Z, the Penguin Drop Caps series collects

26 unique hardcovers--featuring cover art by Jessica Hische It all begins with a letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop

Caps, a new series of twenty-six collectible and hardcover editions, each with a type cover showcasing a gorgeously

illustrated letter of the alphabet. In a design collaboration between Jessica Hische and Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley,

the series features unique cover art by Hische, a superstar in the world of type design and illustration, whose work has

appeared everywhere from Tiffany & Co. to Wes Anderson's recent film Moonrise Kingdom to Penguin's own bestsellers

Committed and Rules of Civility. With exclusive designs that have never before appeared on Hische's hugely popular Daily

Drop Cap blog, the Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with an 'A' for Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, a 'B' for Charlotte

Brnte's Jane Eyre, and a 'C' for Willa Cather's My ntonia. It continues with more perennial classics, perfect to give as

elegant gifts or to showcase on your own shelves. P is for Proust. Swann's Way is one of the preeminent novels of

childhood: a sensitive boy's impressions of his family and neighbors, all brought dazzlingly back to life years later by a

taste of a madeleine. It also enfolds the short novel 'Swann in Love, ' an incomparable study of sexual jealousy that

becomes a crucial part of the vast, unfolding structure in In Search of Lost Time. The first volume of the work that

established Proust as one of the finest voices of the modern age--satirical, skeptical, confiding, and endlessly varied in his

response to the human condition--Swann's Way also stands on its own as a perfect rendering of a life in art, of the past

recreated through memory.

Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording Programme: Hard Landings Encountered by Subsonic Civil Jet Aircraft, G.B.

Hutton, The CAADRP Special Events Working Party, H.M.S.O. , 1970, 0114704503, 9780114704506. 

The Art of Virtue, , 2009, 0970873107, 9780970873101. The Art of Virtue is a derivative work based upon The

Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin which melds self-help, history, wit, and wisdom together for the benefit of the

reader.

Caruso Speaks: A Collection of Outstanding Political Speeches, Sam Caruso , 1991, 0942805089, 9780942805086. 

Microsft Off 2007 180d Trial09&phit Xcl&wrd, , 2009, . 
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People of the Earth: An Introduction to World Prehistory, Brian M. Fagan , 2001, 0130286664, 9780130286666. 

The Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) (Amendment) (Wales) Regulations 2003, Great Britain , 2003, 0110907523,

9780110907529. Enabling power: Environmental Protection Act 1990, s. 34 (5). Issued: 16.07.2003. Made: 09.07.2003.

Laid: -. Coming into force: 31.07.2003. Effect: S.I. 1991/2839 amended in relation to Wales. Territorial extent &

classification: W. General. Revoked by W.S.I. 2011/971 (W.141) (ISBN 9780348103908)

Atkinson and Hilgard's Introduction to Psychology, , 2009, 1408032074, 9781408032077. This 15th edition of Atkinson

& Hilgards Introduction to Psychology retains all the qualities which have established it as one of the leading psychology

textbooks of the last 50 years: an accessible student-centered approach, a keen awareness of the latest research

developments, and a thorough understanding of the classic landmark studies which have shaped psychology as an

academic discipline.Covering all major areas of psychology, this text examines the theories, research and ideas that

underpin the subject, providing students with an engaging and rigorous introduction to psychology. By consistently

relating psychological concepts to everyday life, and drawing from an internationally diverse range of research, this

edition continues to be the relevant, dynamic introductory text for students around the globe.The Psychology Resource

Center aids learning for Introductory Psychology students by incorporating visual aids, interactive features and other

additional study tools intended to support students in their learning. The online Resource Center includes learning

modules, animations, videos and simulations, which together provide a wealth of engaging materials designed to

complement your Introductory Psychology text and aid students in their study, understanding and revision.

Zodiac Baby: An Astrological Guide to Your Little Star, Sarah Bartlett , 2005, 0517227347, 9780517227343. This

charmingly illustrated, full-color guide offers practical advice on good parenting according to the stars. All babies need

love, but different sun signs thrive on different kinds of nurturing. The combination of practical tips, sensible advice, and

a lighthearted approach to good parenting techniques in this fun and insightful astrological guide will delight and inform

parents and help them give their children the best possible start in life, from understanding what makes baby tick to

choosing nursery decorations.

Vehicle Excise Duty (Designation of Small Islands) Order 1995: Road Traffic, Great Britain, Stationery Office, The, Great

Britain. Department of Transport , 1995, 0110530306, 9780110530307. 

Rhode Island Construction Craft Laborer 1 TG, NCCER, National Center for Construction Education , 2012, . 

New Earnings Survey 1990: Analyses by region, analyses by age group. Part E, Great Britain. Department of Employment

, 1990, . 

Declining to Decline: Cultural Combat and the Politics of the Midlife, Margaret Morganroth Gullette , 1997, 0813917212,

9780813917214. "In Declining to Decline: Cultural Combat and the Politics of the Midlife, Margaret Morganroth Gullette

argues that aging in America is a culturally constructed disease with an adolescent exposure and a midlife onset.
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Targeting men as well as women, our culture pressures us to shed youthful attributes and optimism about the future.

This, she says, constitutes the "middle crisis" of our time - not a private psychological condition but a collective problem.

Even our reactions have been channeled: buying remedies, telling stories of self-hating nostalgia, feeling envy of youth,

alienation from the elderly, and fearing fifty. Gullette asks us to open our eyes to this manipulation and to resist it." "This

controversial call to arms is part autobiography, part cultural commentary, part theory, and part passion. In moving,

skeptical, funny stories Gullette reflects on her childhood revenge fantasies, her political anguish, the early diagnosis of

her arthritis, the rifts between midlife mothers and adult children, and her twenty-fifth-year college reunion. Analyzing

cartoons, fiction, ads, and news, Declining to Decline addresses the full spectrum of midlife phenomena, from the sexual

politics of midlife male bodies, to the contradictions of menopausal discourse, to how middle-ageism comes into play in a

downsizing economy." "Gullette reasons that forming a new anti-middle-ageism community depends on understanding

how thoroughly and subtly culture now constructs midlife selfhood and expects our subservience. Evolving out of this

subservience, the author proposes the concept of "age identity," a complex and satisfying way of telling our narratives of

being and becoming over the entire life course."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North

America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

The Mother of All Baby Books: An All-Canadian Guide to Baby's First Year, Ann Douglas , 2001, 1553350073,

9781553350071. The Mother of All Baby Books is the instruction manual that Mother Nature forgot to include with the

new arrival a hands-on guide to coping with the joys and challenges of caring for your new baby. It's a totally

comprehensive guide that features a non-bossy, fresh, and fun approach to Baby's exciting first year. Based on the best

advice from over 100 Canadian parents, The Mother of All Baby Books is the ultimate guide to bringing up Baby in the

Great White North. The Mother of All Baby Books offers: the straight goods on what it's really like to become a parent a

frank discussion of the top ten worries of new parents, presented with a hefty dose of reassurance the facts you need to

make up your mind about breastfeeding, circumcision, immunization and other important issues comprehensive answers

to all of your baby-related questions including the ones that have you pacing the floor at 3:00 a.m.! medically reviewed,

practical advice on coping with colic, diaper rash, nursing strikes, and other common first-year challenges insider secrets

on shopping for baby without going broke a helpful glossary of baby-related terms a directory of Canadian organizations

for new parents a list of Internet resources of interest to Canadian parents immunization schedules, baby growth charts,

and more 

Go with Office Intermediate&180day Trail Pk, , 2009, . 

Oracle 11g Streams Implementer's Guide, Ann L. R. McKinnell, Eric Yen , 2010, 1847199712, 9781847199713. This book

has a tutorial approach that provides both theoretical explanations and practical step-by-step examples using familiar

Oracle demo schemas. Step-by-step examples include use of both Enterprise Manager and the SQLPLUS command-line
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interface. The authors have combined their experiences of working with customers in Oracle Support, Oracle training and

education, and Oracle consulting, to identify the most common areas of confusion and misinterpretation experienced by

Oracle Streams users. This book highlights these areas and focuses on bringing clarity and understanding to the reader.

This book is for users who have implemented, or are about to implement, a distributed database environment using

Oracle Streams replication. The reader is expected to have an intermediate understanding of Oracle database technology.

This book is mainly intended for use by: Oracle Database Administrators responsible for the implementation and

maintenance of an Oracle Streamed environment, System and Database Architects responsible for the design of

distributed database environments using Oracle Streams Readers with limited knowledge of basic Oracle database

technology can benefit from Chapters 1 and 2, which cover Oracle Streams Components and Design Considerations.

Solutions Manual, Bernhard . Palsson , 2004, 0130416975, 9780130416971. 

Listen to This One, Me Son, Leonard Hayes , 1999, 0968540406, 9780968540404. 

Roads (Transitional Powers) (Scotland) Amendment Order 1995: Roads and Bridges, Scotland, Great Britain, Stationery

Office, The, Great Britain. Scottish Office , 1996, 0110551486, 9780110551487. Roads (Transitional Powers) (Scotland)

Amendment Order 1995

How to Write Research Papers: A Guide for the Insecure, , 1990, 096283310X, 9780962833106. 

A Collector's Intern: Writings For/about/to Black Women, Maurice B. Henderson , 1997, 0965591840, 9780965591843. 

The Unwritten: Tommy Taylor and the War of Words, , Mike Carey , 2012, 1401235603, 9781401235604. A New York

Times Best Seller!Tom Taylor's life was screwed from day one. His father created the Tommy Taylor fantasy series, boy-

wizard novels with popularity on par with Harry Potter. The problem is Dad modeled the fictional epic so closely to Tom's

real life that fans are constantly comparing him to his counterpart, turning him into the lamest variety of Z-level celebrity.

In the final novel, it's even implied that the fictional Tommy will crossover into the real world, giving delusional fans more

excuses to harass Tom.When an enormous scandal reveals that Tom might really be a boy-wizard made flesh, Tom

comes into contact with a very mysterious, very deadly group that's secretly kept tabs on him all his life. Now, to protect

his own life and discover the truth behind his origins, Tom will travel the world, eventually finding himself at locations all

featured on a very special map -- one kept by the deadly group that charts places throughout world history where fictions

have impacted and tangibly shaped reality, those stories ranging from famous literary works to folktales to pop culture.

And in the process of figuring out what it all means, Tom will find himself having to figure out a huge conspiracy mystery

that spans the entirety of the history of fiction.In this volume, Tom Taylor goes to war against the cabal that has

tormented, imprisoned and tried to destroy him. To have a hope of winning, Tom must use every weapon he can get

hold of, but even storybook magic carries its own risks. Tom's crusade plays out against the backdrop of the cabal's

sinister secret history and delves deep into the dark past of some of the series' major players. When it's all over, very
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little will remain "Unwritten."

Romantic Revolutionary: A Biography of John Reed, Robert A. Rosenstone , 1982, 0140063749, 9780140063745. 

The Quran, , 2002, 0953671674, 9780953671670. This is a new translation which seeks to state clearly and accurately

the meaning of the original texts in words and form that are widely accepted by people who use English as a means of

communication. The translation attempts to present the Quranic content and message in standard, everyday, natural

English. The aim of this translation is to given today's readers maximum understanding of the content of the original text.

This translation has been made available for use throughout the world. People everywhere will not only find increased

understanding through the reading and study of this translation, but will also find a saving hope through faith in God who

made this translation of His book possible for all people.

Automotive Chemical Suppliers, Distributors and Consumer Markets, C. Broyles , 1995, 0945235178, 9780945235170. 

Cuneiform Documents from the Chaldean and Persian Periods, Ronald Herbert Sack , 1994, 0945636679,

9780945636670. This work provides an analysis of the contents of 113 cuneiform economic texts from ancient

Mesopotamia datable to the seventh, sixth, and fifth centuries B.C. Transliterations, translations, and 300 photographs of

the texts are provided, as well as pertinent commentary and an index of personal names. Illustrated.

e-Study Guide for: Contemporary Urban Planning by Levy, ISBN 9780136025450, Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2012,

1478437456, 9781478437451. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the

textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook.

The Sharp End: The Fighting Man in World War II, John Ellis , 2011, 1845136764, 9781845136765. Originally published

in 1980, The Sharp End has been through several editions on both sides of the Atlantic and has established itself a classic

work of military history, Aurum is delighted to be publishing this new edition with the addition of a specially

commissioned Foreword by one of todays most distinguished historians, Sir Max Hastings. In any army, it is only a

minority of men who end up as combat soldiers, at the sharp end where they have to shoot and be shot at, but it is, of

course, their experiences which are the most intense and which tell us most directly what war is actually like. In this book

John Ellis has drawn together the testimony of men who fought with the British, Commonwealth and American armies in

all theatres of the Second World War, from Western Europe to Burma and from North Africa to the Pacific. He uses these

eyewitness accounts to explain how they were trained, the different landscapes and climates in which they fought, their

attitudes and aspirations, how they relaxed when they were out of the line and, above all, how they reacted to the

experience of battle. Reviewers of the original edition were unanimous in their praise: It is the most comprehensive, best

balanced, most sensitive and best informed study of the condition of the fighting man in our time. General Sir John

Hackett I believe John Ellis to be an exceptionally gifted writer and historian. I have returned to The Sharp End many

times. Len Deighton It would not be easy to find a better book about war Mr Ellis has got it exactly right. Major-General
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John Strawson John Ellis other books include Cassino: The Hollow Victory, The World War I Databook, The World War II

Databook (all published by Aurum), The Social History of the Machine Gun and Brute Force: Allied Tactics and Strategy in

the Second World War.

Army Cadet Force Regulations: Amendments: 3 Feb. 8, 1968, Great Britain. Ministry of Defence, Great Britain. Army

Department , 1970, 0117700932, 9780117700932. 

Sailing Off to a Good Start: An Establishment Kit (video and Handbook) for New OOSH Services, Warwick Liiv , 1997,

0949871060, 9780949871060. 

Using the Office Telephone Effectively, Patricia A. Garner , 1992, 013953704X, 9780139537042. Rapidly advancing

capabilities make using today's office telephones more complicated than simply knowing proper etiquette. Now, author

Patricia A. Garner helps you to prepare for your office career by teaching you how to use one of the most important tools

you'll encounter in any business environment: the telephone. Book jacket.

Haiti, Herbert Gold , 1992, 0133727564, 9780133727562. 

The Prentice Hall Test Manager, Version 2.0, October 1994 [kit] : User's Guide, Jackson, Winston, Patrick Thaddeus

Jackson , 1995, 0132096447, 9780132096447. 

Dictionary of American Naval Aviation Squadrons, Volume 1, Roy A. Grossnick , 1994, 0945274297, 9780945274292. 

Price Index Numbers for Current Cost Accounting (Monthly Supplement), Stationery Office, The , 1982, 0115283757,

9780115283758. 

Professor Duzit and His Marvellous Machines, Ian Napper , 1987, 0947198008, 9780947198008. 

Jerusalem Sky: Stars, Crosses, and Crescents, , 2005, 0385909276, 9780385909273. Jerusalemancient home to Jews,

Christians, and Muslimsis blanketed by a sky like no other. According to legend, the Jerusalem sky held off the rains for

seven years while King Solomon built his temple. In the Jerusalem sky, the Bible tells us, a rising star announced the

birth of Jesus. Through that same wondrous sky, Islamic belief holds, Muhammad climbed to heaven. In our own times,

the Jerusalem sky fills with the sounds of worshippers praying for peace in the synagogues, churches, and mosques

below. And each year new voices rise up to the Jerusalem sky, where so many miracles have been witnessed.From the

Hardcover edition.

The Elders of West Calder: A Genealogy, Lorne Cavell Elder , 1985, 0969283709, 9780969283706. 

Summer and the City: A Carrie Diaries Novel, Candace Bushnell , 2012, 0061729000, 9780061729003. The Sequel to the

#1 New York Times Bestseller The Carrie Diaries Summer and the City brings surprising revelations as Carrie learns to

navigate her way around the Big Apple, going from being a country "sparrow"as Samantha Jones dubs herto the person

she always wanted to be. But as it becomes increasingly difficult to reconcile her past with her future, Carrie realizes that

making it in New York is much more complicated than she ever imagined. With her signature wit and sparkling humor,
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Candace Bushnell reveals the irresistible story of how Carrie met Samantha and Miranda, and what turned a small-town

girl into one of New York City's most unforgettable icons, Carrie Bradshaw. 

From Rum to Roots, Lloyd G. Francis , 2013, 0989216101, 9780989216104. It is 1937 in Jamaica. Raised by an

oppressive father deep in the countryside, Linton McMann toils in a rum distillery. Meanwhile, in Kingston, Daisy

Wellstead encounters misfortune, trapped in an unhappy marriage. Seeking a new life they immigrate to the United

States where they meet in New York, fall in love and start a family. Ambition drives them to start a business, selling roots

tonic, a drink that Linton learned to make in Jamaica. By 1986, the drink is a sensation. Money flows in, but something is

missing. Happiness is as scarce as freshwater in the middle of the sea. Wrestling with their past while living in a land of

plenty, Linton and Daisy discover that truth is the only avenue to happiness.

The Last Don, Mario Puzo , 2009, 0099533243, 9780099533245. In a corrupt world where crooked cops and desperate

gamblers play dangerous games of betrayal, one man has power over them all The Last Don is Mario Puzo at his finest -

a masterful saga of the last great American crime family, the Clericuzios, and their powerful reach into Hollywood and Las

Vegas. Domenico Clericuzio is a wise and ruthless man who in his old age is determined to create a life free from criminal

activities for his grandchildren. But as he strives to establish his heirs in legitimate society, secrets from his family's past

spark a vicious and bloody war between cousins ...

The impenitent confession of Guzman de Alfarache, , , . 

De las Bacterias a las Plantas, Jan Jenner, Michael J. Padilla, Ioannis Miaoulis, Martha Cyr , 1999, 0134365992,

9780134365992. 

Sheep Annual Premium Scheme, Northern Ireland Audit Office Staff , 2003, 0102924244, 9780102924244. The scheme

was introduced in the EU in 1990 to guarantee sheep producers in member states a common level of support. From

2002, a flat-rate premium was introduced which is no longer determined by market prices. The scheme is administered in

Northern Ireland by the Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, and a total of 16.1 million in subsidy

payments were made in 2001 to 9,700 claimants. This report by Northern Ireland Audit Office examines the Department's

on-farm inspection programme; the adequacy of payment controls in place; the extent of fraud and claim irregularities

and the system of penalties and prosecution.

Spot Loves His Friends, , , 2010, 0399254501, 9780399254505. Spot and his friends have a play date. Spot?s friends

each have favorite things they like to do. Tom Alligator flies kites, Steve Monkey climbs trees, and Helen Hippo rides her

bike. Spot likes doing them all, and he loves all of his friends, too! Children will love watching Spot play with his best

buddies in this fun new board book. 

The Economics of industrial modernization, Cristiano Antonelli, Pascal Petit, Gabriel Tahar , 1992, 012059630X,

9780120596300. This text is designed to briefly introduce and synthesize various theories of innovation and
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modernization. It examines the impact of these concepts on labor, management, investment, and corporate strategies

and includes a case study on the international textile industry.

Long Darkness, Timothy Egan , 2006, 0752440675, 9780752440675. The storms that terrorised America's high plains in

the darkest years of the Depression were like nothing ever seen before or since. Drawing on the voices of those who

stayed and survived, this title tells a story of endurance and heroism against the backdrop of the Great Depression.

The Best of Australian Gourmet, ACP Publishing Pty, Limited , 1987, 0949892424, 9780949892423. 

Lust:The Seven Deadly Sins: The Seven Deadly Sins, Simon Blackburn , 2004, 0195162005, 9780195162004. Lust, says

Simon Blackburn, is furtive, headlong, always sizing up opportunities. It is a trail of clothing in the hallway, the trashy

cousin of love. But be that as it may, the aim of this delightful book is to rescue lust "from the denunciations of old men

of the deserts, to deliver it from the pallid and envious confessor and the stocks and pillories of the Puritans, to drag it

from the category of sin to that of virtue."Blackburn, author of such popular philosophy books as Think and Being Good,

here offers a sharp-edged probe into the heart of lust, blending together insight from some of the world's greatest

thinkers on sex, human nature, and our common cultural foibles. Blackburn takes a wide ranging, historical approach,

discussing lust as viewed by Aristophanes and Plato, lust in the light of the Stoic mistrust of emotion, and the Christian

fear of the flesh that catapulted lust to the level of deadly sin. He describes how philosophical pessimists like

Schopenhauer and Sartre contributed to our thinking about lust and explores the false starts in understanding lust

represented by Freud, Kinsey, and modern "evolutionary psychology." But most important, Blackburn reminds us that lust

is also life-affirming, invigorating, fun. He points to the work of David Hume (Blackburn's favorite philosopher) who saw

lust not only as a sensual delight but also "a joy of the mind."Written by one of the most eminent living philosophers,

attractively illustrated and colorfully packaged, Lust is a book that anyone would lust over.

Business Mathematics Achievement Tests, Baker , 2004, . 

India, Samuel Israel, Bikram Grewall , 1985, 0134568567, 9780134568560. Briefly outlines India's history, looks at its

ethnic groups, culture, and cuisine, describes the attractions of each region, and includes advice on travel,

accommodations, and cultural activities

Arkansas Atlas of Historical County Boundaries, John H. Long , 2000, 0133665011, 9780133665017. 

The Great Passion: An Introduction to Karl Barth's Theology, Eberhard Busch , 2010, 0802866549, 9780802866547.

Widely regarded as the twentieth century?s greatest theologian, Karth Barth refocused the task of Christian theology and

demonstrated its relevance to every domain of human life, from the spiritual to the social to the political. It is precisely

the broad sweep of Barth?s theology that makes a book like The Great Passion of such great value ? a succinct yet

comprehensive introduction to Barth?s entire theological program.Of the many people who write on the life and thought

of Karl Barth, Eberhard Busch is uniquely placed. A world-renowned expert on Barth?s theology, he also served as
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Barth?s personal assistant from 1965 to 1968. As Busch explains, one cannot fully understand Barth the theologian apart

from understanding Barth the man. In this book he weaves doctrine and biography into a superb presentation of Barth?s

complete work.Busch?s purpose in this introduction is to guide readers through the main themes of the multivolume

Church Dogmatics against the horizon of our own times and problems. In ten sections Busch clearly explains Barth?s

views on all of the major subject areas of systematic theology: the nature of revelation, Israel and Christology, the Trinity

and the doctrine of predestination, the ?problem? of religion, gospel and law, creation, salvation, the Holy Spirit,

ecclesiology, and eschatology.A distinctive feature of the book is the way Busch lets Barth speak for himself, often

through surprising quotations and paraphrases. Busch also shows how Barth?s writing should be read as a dialogue,

constantly and consciously engaging other voices past and present, both inside and outside the church. Most important,

The Great Passion demonstrates that Barth?s thought is still remarkably helpful today.

Out of Africa, Karen Blixen , 1993, 0140814167, 9780140814163. 

The Guide for the Perplexed, Moses Maimonides , 2010, 1605012564, 9781605012568. The Guide for the Perplexed

(Hebrew translit. Moreh Nevuchim) is one of the major works of Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon, better known as Maimonides

or the Rambam. It was written in the 12th Century in the form of a three-volume letter to his student, Rabbi Joseph ben

Judah of Ceuta, the son of Rabbi Judah, and is the main source of the Rambam's philosophical views, as opposed to his

opinions on Jewish law. Since many of the philosophical concepts, such as his view of theodicy and the relationship

between philosophy and religion, are relevant beyond strictly Jewish theology, it has been the work most commonly

associated with Maimonides in the non-Jewish world and it is known to have influenced several major non-Jewish

philosophers. Following its publication, almost every philosophic work for the remainder of the Middle Ages cited,

commented on, or criticized Maimonides' views. Within Judaism, the Guide became widely popular and controversial, with

many Jewish communities requesting copies of the manuscript.-- Excerpted from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

Sustainable Energy: Choosing Among Options, Jefferson W. Tester , 2005, 0262201534, 9780262201537. Human

survival depends on a continuing energy supply, but the need for ever-increasing amounts of energy poses a dilemma:

How can we provide the benefits of energy to the population of the globe without damaging the environment, negatively

affecting social stability, or threatening the well-being of future generations? The solution will lie in finding sustainable

energy sources and more efficient means of converting and utilizing energy. This textbook is designed for advanced

undergraduate and graduate students as well as others who have an interest in exploring energy resource options and

technologies with a view toward achieving sustainability. It clearly presents the trade-offs and uncertainties inherent in

evaluating and choosing different energy options and provides a framework for assessing policy solutions.Sustainable

Energy includes illustrative examples, problems, references for further reading, and links to relevant Web sites. Outside

the classroom, the book is a resource for government, industry, and nonprofit organizations. The first six chapters
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provide the tools for making informed energy choices. They examine the broader aspects of energy use, including

resource estimation, environmental effects, and economic evaluations. Chapters 7-15 review the main energy sources of

today and tomorrow, including fossil fuels, nuclear power, biomass, geothermal energy, hydropower, wind energy, and

solar energy, examining their technologies, environmental impacts, and economics. The remaining chapters treat energy

storage, transmission, and distribution; the electric power sector; transportation; industrial energy usage; commercial

and residential buildings; and synergistic complex systems. Sustainable Energy addresses the challenges of integrating

diverse factors and the importance for future generations of the energy choices we make today.

Guide for Preparing Software User Documentation, Diane F. Miller , 1993, . 

The Language of Defamation Cases, Roger W. Shuy , 2010, 0195391322, 9780195391329. Slander and libel cases are

largely about how one party uses language in ways that are claimed to defame one another. Linguistic expertise can be

central to the case. In The Language of Defamation Cases, Roger W. Shuy describes eleven representative

lawsuits--involving newspapers, television stations, religious leaders, physicians, teachers, entertainers, unions, insurance

companies, and manufacturers--for which he served as a consultant. Shuy's linguistic analysis illustrates how grammatical

referencing, speech acts, discourse structure, framing, conveyed meaning, intentionality, and malicious language affected

the outcome of these cases.The Language of Defamation Cases shows how linguistics can be used to help resolve libel

and slander cases. It will appeal to students and scholars of applied linguistics and forensic linguistics.

For My Son, George E. Young , 1987, 0962103705, 9780962103704. 

The Mind and Times of Reg Mombassa, Murray Waldren , 2009, 0732287898, 9780732287894. Not just a biography and

much more than an illustrated book, this is a celebration of a mind and times that is as bold, entertaining and unique as

the man himself. Illustrated with almost 300 original artworks and packed with photographs, posters and band

memorabilia, this is a true collector's item. Christopher O'Doherty, aka Reg Mombassa, has infiltrated our culture for more

than thirty years with a unique, laconic view of our world ... and of his. His wit, sense of mischief and larrikin energy

resonated in the songs and performances of one of Australia's most beloved bands, Mental As Anything, whose music

became the soundtrack to a generation's misbegotten youth. His eye for the absurd and his unapologetic idealism

captured another generation or three with his irreverent, frequently macabre and always distinctive designs for the

original Mambo label. Yet long before he became a Mental or transformed shirts into collector's items, Mombassa was

first and foremost an artist. From his idiosyncratic pop art to the delicately realised fine art landscapes and images that

celebrate and elevate the suburban, his artworks are sought by collectors around the world. Who else could stage the

biggest one-man art show in history at the Sydney Olympics? Who else could have Elvis Costello producing his records,

or the likes of Johnny Rotten and Crowded House seeking his record cover designs? But there is much more to Reg

Mombassa, as fellow New Zealand-born writer and painter Murray Waldren shows in this illuminated journey.
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Edinburgh Gazette, Stationery Office, The , 1995, . Company Law Official Notifications Supplement

From School to Work, Joseph Junior Littrell, James H. Lorenz, Harry T. Smith , 2000, 1566376556, 9781566376556.

From School to Work is designed to help students make smooth transitions from their classrooms to meaningful jobs. The

text emphasizes the skills needed to succeed in school, at work, and on their own. The text includes instruction on career

planning, job hunting, and job adjustment.

Block scheduling, Michael D. Rettig, Judith Cannizzaro , 1996, 0134186583, 9780134186580. 

Alembical 2, Arthur Dorrance, Lawrence M. Schoen , 2010, 0979534976, 9780979534973. The second volume in small

press Paper Golem's anthology series showcasing original novellas from some of SF/F's best! "Schoen and Dorrance have

found three authors who nail it perfectly." -Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A hat trick of delightful stories from Pi,

Levine, and Cheney. A three-pack of novella goodness. A menage a trois of... um... well, let's just say all three stories

were engaging, original, and a pleasure to read." -Jim C. Hines, author of THE MERMAID'S MADNESS "From Pi's

shapeshifting antiquities thief in modern London, to Levine's far-future astronaut clone who finds himself paying for sins

he doesn't remember committing, to Cheney's fair folk in turn of the century Saratoga Springs, each novella portrays a

complete and well-realized world, with engaging characters and great story-telling." -Martha Wells, author of The Fall of

Ile-Rien trilogy "These authors take on the challenging form of the novella with panache, delivering tightly-structured

stories that, while ranging from hard science to pure fantasy, demonstrate the same skill at capturing the reader's

imagination from the very first paragraph." -Alison Baird, author of THE DRAGON THRONE "Reading the novellas is like

sitting down with a great big ice cream sundae. This book offers three excellent flavors of high adventure-good for the

spirit, good for the mind. Pi, Levine, and Cheney each serve up their own unique, satisfying tales of sf/f." -Jeff Carlson,

author of PLAGUE ZONE "Prepare to be drawn in, prepare to be amazed, and prepare to meet characters as

unforgettable as their settings. A remarkable collection!" -Julie E. Czerneda, author of The Clan Chronicles "Pi, Levine,

and Cheney write with assured grace and reward the reader with fine storytelling." -Patrice Sarath, author of GORDATH

WOOD and RED GOLD BRIDGE "The novella hits its stride in ALEMBICAL 2, which offers engrossing tales from three

powerful writing talents. A must-read for any lover of speculative fiction." -Rebecca Moesta, New York Times bestselling

author "Fresh and innovative" -Violette Malan, author of THE STORM WITCH

Electric machines and power systems, Vincent Del Toro , 1985, 0132487098, 9780132487092. 

How to Save Time and Money in Facilities Maintenance Management, Edwin B. Feldman , 1992, 0960905251,

9780960905256. 

No Workers' Republic!: Reflections on Labour and Ireland, 1913-1967, Barry Desmond , 2009, 0955724937,

9780955724930. Barry Desmond has served in public offices in Ireland and in three European institutions for over 30

years. With a background in the trade union and political labour movement, he brings a unique perspective to these, his
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reflections on events, issues and individuals over the years 1913-1967.

Adolescence: Development, Diversity, and Context, Lerner , 1999, 0415939771, 9780415939775. 

A Complete Guide to Planning, Building, Buying, Maintaining Inground Swimming Pools, Daniel E. Ricchio , 1998,

096512939X, 9780965129398. 

Last Frontier: Roman Invasions Scotland, Antony Kamm , 2009, 0752450565, 9780752450568. 

Successful Social and Economic Studies, Kerry Knowles, Amanda Siegrhn, Phumi Nkosi, Jiggs Snaddon-Wood, Sandy

Wegener , 2000, 0195718313, 9780195718317. 

Maths Investigator: MI6 Teacher's Guide Topic Pack B: Measures: Plus Interactive CD Access, Caroline Clissold , 2007,

0198351178, 9780198351177. Maths Investigator is a secret spy agency whose mission is to make maths fun and

exciting. The series has been extensively trialled and developed to offer schools a fresh and exciting way to combine the

content and structure of the 2006 Mathematics Framework with the principles of the PrimaryStrategy 'Excellence and

Enjoyment' guidance - to raise standards whilst making learning fun. The Maths Investigator approach focuses on

developing the key skills of problem solving, speaking and listening, and using and applying maths. It uses the engaging

spy context and fully integrated softwarecomponents to embed maths into problem solving and give pupils a clear

purpose for learning.The Teacher's Guide provides clear, flexible lesson plans to support both confident mathematicians

and less-experienced teachers. With straightforward planning based on the 2006 Framework and creative teaching ideas,

it helps raise standards as well as making learning fun. Unique planning mind mapsprovide 'at-a-glance' overviews of

teaching throughout each unit, making clear links between core areas of maths to ensure blocks of work are relevant and

meaningful. Extra support and challenge activities make differentiation easy, whilst assessment for learning questions

help identify and addressmisconceptions.For flexibility, Teacher's Guide units are packaged in topic packs. Each pack

contains three two-week units of work, including access to the associated Interactive CD unit.MI6 TEACHER'S GUIDE

TOPIC PACK B: MEASURES + INTERACTIVE CD ACCESScontains units:2 The case of the mischievous sheep (16pp)7 The

case of the journey to the past (16pp)12 The case of the Roman relics (16pp)

Common Arrangement of Work Sections for Building Works, Tony Allott , 1998, 095126625X, 9780951266250. 

Tax Aspects of Business Decisions: Test Item File, Annette Nellen , 1999, . 

The working class, Kenneth Roberts , 1978, 0582489350, 9780582489356. 

The Art of M&A: A Merger Acquisition Buyout Guide, Stanley Foster Reed, Alexandra Reed Lajoux , 1999, 0070526605,

9780070526600. Stanley Foster Reed and Alexandra Reed Lajoux explain the important details of the acquisition process

- and how you can structure a deal that is fair, equitable, and profitable for your side of the table. Synopses of nearly

three dozen landmark cases give fascinating, real-life insights into disputes and legal rulings from previous high-profile

mergers and illustrate how courts have ruled upon these often contentious questions. The Art of M&A is both easy to
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read and comprehensive in its treatment of combining multiple companies into one global powerhouse. Over the past

decade it has helped thousands of executives make sound decisions and, even more important, avoid potentially

damaging miscalculations. Now, let The Art of M&A, Third Edition, provide all the information you will need to buy or sell

companies, whether public or private, domestic or foreign.

The Oxygen Revolution: Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy, Paul G. Harch, Virginia McCullough , 2010, 1578263263,

9781578263264. HOPE FOR MANY HOPELESS DISEASES, FROM ONE OF THE FOREMOST RESEARCHERS IN THE FIELD

When Randy McCloy, Jr., the sole survivor of the Sago Mine disaster, finally walked out of the hospital to rejoin his

family, it was in part due to the miracle of hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is based on an

almost laughably simple idea: Oxygen can be used therapeutically for a wide range of conditions where tissues have

been damaged by oxygen deprivation. Restore that oxygen, goes the logical thinking, and you can restore much of the

lost function. It seems too good to be true, but Dr. Paul G. Harchs research and clinical practice has shown that this

noninvasive and painless treatment can help the tens of millions of Americans who suffer from a brain injury or disease,

such as: Stroke Autism and other learning disabilities Cerebral palsy and other birth injuries Alzheimers, Parkinsons,

multiple sclerosis, and other degenerative neurological diseases Emergency situations requiring resuscitation, such as

cardiac arrest, carbon monoxide poisoning, or near drowning It can also improve conditions in which inflammation is the

culprit, such as arthritis and asthma; promote healing in infections, burns, and skin grafts, such as diabetic foot wounds;

and slow the aging process. For the millions of Americans suffering from these seemingly hopeless diseases, here finally

is the handbook of hope. Inspiring and informative,The Oxygen Revolutionis the definitive guide to the miracle of

hyperbaric oxygen therapy, from a pioneer in the field.

Women and Power in American History: From 1880, , Kathryn Kish Sklar, Thomas Dublin , 2002, 0130415812,

9780130415813. This anthology brings together carefully selected, quality articles in U.S. Women's Historyorganized

around an interest in issues of gender and power in American society. Twenty individual essays provide readers with a

unifying theme, and a greater understanding of history and continuing changes in gender relations. The chosen works

discuss female institution building and American feminism, working-class women and sexuality, the professionalization of

birth control, the sexual division of labor in the auto industry during World War II, the arrival of women in New York's

Chinatown, the ERA, fair pay for working women, and much more. For individuals interested in the history of women in

the United States. 

Walking Nova Scotia: The Doer's and Dreamer's Complete Guide to Canada's Walking Province, Bradford W. Ketchum,

Jay Paris, Carmi Paris , 1993, 0963039814, 9780963039811. 

Merthyr Town A.F.C. 1908-1934: A History, Philip Sweet , 2007, 0953937631, 9780953937639. 

Members' Handbook, British Arachnological Society , 2008, 0950009350, 9780950009353. 
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Religious Offences Bill (Hl), Stationery Office, The , 2002, 0108402150, 9780108402159. 

Gas Prices: Second Report, , 1969, 0101392400, 9780101392402. 

Witness to History, Rut Likhenshain , 2010, 0982494904, 9780982494905. Witness to History, a comprehensive book on

the Holocaust aimed at both laymen and Jewish high school and college students, is unique in that it is a fully sourced,

academically reliable history of the Holocaust, with particular emphasis on the experiences of religious Jews.

God's Gone Wild - No Guts, No Glory, Paul F. Davis, Chris (ART) Johnson , 2008, 0972437533, 9780972437530. Cultivate

Confidence & Boldness to Step into Greatness! Our love for people must surpass our love of power. Interconnected and

interrelated as one, none of us are as strong and wise as all of us. Stop presumptuously judging, arrogantly alienating,

and self-righteously demonizing people. God's blessings often are disguised in unfamiliar packages. Realize in the

economy of God, the Father in heaven wants to unite we His family on earth. John Huss and Martin Luther boldly stood

up in the Dark Ages to liberate people from dead religion, which had enslaved nations for centuries. Endangering their

own lives by opposing the religious establishment, they forged ahead to light a spiritual flame that illuminated darkened

hearts and opened prison doors setting the captives free. The Wright Brothers' boldness enabled them to progressively

create the airplane when most laughed and said it could not be done. They pioneered a new era of evolution in aviation

excellence. President Kennedy and NASA set their sights above, even beyond this world and put a man on the moon! If

astronauts can defy the natural laws of gravity and leave the earth altogether, what is unnecessarily holding you back?

Boldly arise and live your dreams! There is an inheritance for you and a personal promised land waiting your arrival. Get

pregnant with purpose, lovingly embrace people, and give birth to your dreams!

The Race: Matters Concerning Pan-Afrikan History, Culture, and Genocide, Kiarri T-H. Cheatwood , 1991, 0962516953,

9780962516955. 

Milestones and Memories: Alstoneville District, Alstonville Plateau Historical Society, Jeannette Gilligan, Ian Kirkland ,

2007, 0977515575, 9780977515578. 

More of Don Norman's Old Photographs and a Little about Himself and Others, Don Norman , , . 

101 Property Tax Secrets Revealed, Jennifer Adams , 2013, 095761392X, 9780957613928. This easy to read guide

teaches landlords and property investors insider tax saving tips and strategies to minimise their property taxes. The

author, Jennifer Adams, is a qualified tax adviser and experienced tax writer who is also a landlord. Minimizing your

property taxes couldn't be easier! The book is split into the following chapters... - Choosing The Right Property Business

Structure - Getting The Property Ownership Strategy Right - Finance and Investment Tax Saving Strategies - Deductions

For Property Income Expenses - Deductions For Capital Expenditure - Maximising Property Losses - Foreign Property

Ownership - Tax Strategies - Minimising Taxes When Selling Your Property - How to Gift Property And Reduce Taxes -

Minimising Inheritance Tax With The Use of Trusts - Minimising Stamp Duty Land Tax
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Milpitas: Five Dynamic Decades, Robert J. Devincenzi, Thomas Gilsenan, Morton Levine, Milpitas (Calif.). City Council ,

2004, 0974885800, 9780974885803. 

Consciousness and the Source of Reality: The PEAR Odyssey, Robert G. Jahn, Brenda J. Dunne , 2011, 1936033038,

9781936033034. When Robert G. Jahn and Brenda J. Dunne first embarked on their exotic scholarly journey more than

three decades ago, their aspirations were little higher than to attempt replication of some previously asserted anomalous

results that might conceivably impact future engineering practice, either negatively or positively, and to pursue those

ramifications to some appropriate extent. But as they followed that tortuous research path deeper into its metaphysical

forest, it became clear that far more fundamental epistemological issues were at stake, and far stranger

phenomenological creatures were on the prowl, than they had originally envisaged, and that a substantially broader

range of intellectual and cultural perspectives would be required to pursue that trek productively. This text is their

attempt to record some of the tactics developed, experiences encountered, and understanding acquired on this mist-

shrouded exploration, in the hope that their preservation in this format will encourage and enable deeper future scholarly

penetrations into the ultimate Source of Reality.

Accounting Information Systems, Romney, Steinbart , 2006, 1428809112, 9781428809116. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book

Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101

Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional

online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780130909039 9780131630536 .

Overseas Trade Analysed in Terms of Industries: An Analysis of Commodities Imported and Exported, According to the

Industries of Which They Are Principal Products, , 1979, 011512683X, 9780115126833. 

The Second Sexism: Discrimination Against Men and Boys, David Benatar , 2012, 0470674466, 9780470674468. Does

sexism against men exist? What it looks like and why we need to take it seriouslyThis book draws attention to the

"second sexism," where it exists, how it works and what it looks like, and responds to those who would deny that it

exists. Challenging conventional ways of thinking, it examines controversial issues such as sex-based affirmative action,

gender roles, and charges of anti-feminism. The book offers an academically rigorous argument in an accessible style,

including the careful use of empirical data, and includes examples and engages in a discussion of how sex discrimination

against men and boys also undermines the cause for female equality.

The Party, Adult Literacy Aotearoa (Kapiti) , 2001, 0958230242, 9780958230247. 

The Convict Timbergetters of Pennant Hills: A History & Biographical Register, Ralph Hawkins , 1994, 0959814531,

9780959814538. 

Sport Ticket Operations and Sales Management, James T. Reese, Ph.D. , 2007, 0123725267, 9780123725264. 

The Adoption and Children Act 2002 (Commencement No. 4) Order 2003, Great Britain , 2003, 0110482239,
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9780110482231. Enabling power: Adoption and Children Act 2002, ss. 140 (7), 148 (1) (6). Bringing into operation

various provisions of the 2002 Act on 28.11.2003, 01.12.2003, 30.01.2004, 01.04.203 in accord. with art. 2. Issued:

03.12.2003. Made: 27.11.2003. Laid: -. Coming into force: -. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: E/W.

General

The Whole Truth: The Spiritual Legacy of Paul Twitchell, Doug Marman , 2007, 0979326001, 9780979326004. 

Nobody's Perfect: A Story for Children about Perfectionism, Ellen Flanagan Burns , 2008, 1433803801, 9781433803802.

Sally Sanders is good at everything she does, or so it seems. Secretly she is afraid that if she can't do something well, or

be the best, she will feel like a failure. She is scared that she is not good enough. Gradually, through the help of her

teachers and mother, Sally learns to have fun and not worry so much about being the best.

Life's Lessons from Behind the Badge, Fred W. Campbell , 1998, 0966427807, 9780966427806. 

Thrive Fitness: The Vegan-Based Training Program for Maximum Strength, Health, and Fitness, Brendan Brazier , 2009,

0738213624, 9780738213620. On the heels of his acclaimed vegan nutrition guide, Thrive, professional Ironman

triathlete Brendan Brazier presents his own easy-to-apply system for total health and fitness, complete with detailed

exercises and photos. Thrive Fitness explains how to gain maximum results in minimal time. Whether you're a time-

crunched beginner or an experienced athlete, Thrive Fitness will help you sculpt strong, lean muscles; enhance the

quality of your sleep; reduce body fat; minimize your risk of disease; increase energy; sharpen mental clarity; cut sugar

cravings; and prevent sports injuries. Thrive Fitness also features: A complete 6-week workout plan and training log

Illustrated exercises with step-by-step instructions Benefits and usage of the top 15 foods to fuel workouts 30 vegan,

performance-enhancing recipes Strategies to boost creativity, productivity, and mental sharpness 

The Social Security Administration's Employment Support Programs for Disability Beneficiaries: Hearing Before the

Subcommittee on Social Security of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred

Eleventh Congress, First Session, May 19, 2009, United States. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means.

Subcommittee on Social Security , 2011, 0160886171, 9780160886171. 

27109-06 Windows and Exterior Doors TG, NCCER, National Center for Construction Education and Research (U.S.) ,

2006, 013229057X, 9780132290579. 

Compensation Management in a Knowledge-Based World, Richard I. Henderson , 2006, 0131494791, 9780131494794.

For undergraduate courses in Compensation Management and Wage and Salary Administration. As the leading text in its

field Compensation Management offers a practical exploration of the systems, methods, and procedures involved in

establishing and administering a compensation system within any organization.

Lavandarette of My Solitude, , , . 

Gene Vincent: A Discography, Derek Henderson , 1998, 0951941615, 9780951941614. 
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Ancient Warfare: A Very Short Introduction, Harry Sidebottom , 2004, 0192804707, 9780192804709. Greek and Roman

warfare differed from other cultures and was unlike any other forms of warfare before and after. The key difference is

often held to be that the Greeks and Romans practised a 'Western Way of War', where the aim is an open, decisive

battle, won by courage instilled in part by discipline. Harry Sidebottom looks at how and why this 'Western Way of War'

was constructed and maintained by the Greeks and Romans, why this concept is so popular and prevalent today, and at

whether or not this is an accurate interpretation. All aspects of ancient warfare are thoroughly examined - from

philosophy and strategy to the technical skills needed to fight. He looks at war in the wider context - how wars could

shape classical society, and how the individual's identity could be constructed by war, for example the Christian soldier

fighting in God's name. He also explores the ways in which ancient society thought about conflict: Can a war be just?

Why was siege warfare particularly bloody? What role did divine intervention play in the outcome of a battle? Taking

fascinating examples from the Iliad, Tacitus, and the Persian Wars, Sidebottom uses arresting anecdotes and striking

visual images to show that the any understanding of ancient war is an ongoing process of interpretation. ABOUT THE

SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every

subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors

combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly

readable.

"Wars are Wot You Make 'em!", Paul A. Smith , , 095248921X, 9780952489214. Detailed account of war service of

soldier in field artilery and in radio service section.

Documents on Political Thought in Modern India, Volume 1, , Angadipuram Appadorai , 1973, . 

Pharmrepselect: Your Complete Guide to Getting a Job in Pharmaceutical Sales, Lisa Alexander , 2002, 0972467505,

9780972467506. 

A Praying Heart, IDEALS PUBNS, Summerside Press , 2011, 1609362217, 9781609362218. Prayer is an amazing

privilege. How could it be that almighty God has invited us to come before Him and speak boldly in His presence? This

365-day devotional initiates a journey into prayer that will cast a new light on the challenges in our lives and change our

relationship with God forever. Showing prayer for what it is, an invitation to share our hearts with God who cares deeply

for us, A Praying Heart meets us in our real-life circumstances and offers positive, uplifting encouragement. These

engaging daily entries take just moments to read, but they'll unveil the dynamic nature of conversation with God. With

journaling lines and deluxe slipcase, this insightful book is packed with exceptional value.

Deception, B. C. Burgess , 2013, 0989210901, 9780989210904. A Magical Journey of Epic Romance Layla Layla Callaway

has found comfort in her new role as a coven member, and she's declared her love for the heartthrob who led her home,

but as beautiful as her life appears, it's shadowed by the evil threatening to rip it away. Quin After years of meaningless
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flings, Quin Kavanagh has finally found love in Layla and yearns to keep her close, but the strength and longevity of their

relationship is tested by Finley, a powerful wizard who promises to rid Layla's life of danger... then claim her as his

reward. The Enemy They've attacked once, leaving Layla with grievous injuries, and the worst has yet to come. The

Stranger has drawn closer than anyone knows. And with the disappearance of his lieutenant, Agro is on a rampage,

determined to get his witch... or make her family pay. Stretching from coast to coast and teeming with loathed villains

and beloved heroes, The Mystic Series is rich with emotion, magic and intrigue. Whether the reader is laughing, crying or

falling in love, they'll find themselves invested in Layla's fate through the rich dialogue and emotionally driven characters

that weave the web of this fiery tale.

Manual of Firemanship: Survey of the Science of Fire-Fighting, , Great Britain. Fire Department , 1989, 0113409125,

9780113409129. 

The way of Siddhartha: a life of the Buddha, David J. Kalupahana, Indrani Kalupahana , 1998, 955599109X,

9789555991094. 

The Bab and the Letters of the Living, Sue Davis , 1996, 0958724202, 9780958724203. 

Women in Non-traditional Work: A Review, Tamara Alexandroff , 1982, 0949456004, 9780949456007. 

Collected Reports of the Jane Austen Society, 1966-1975, Jane Austen Society , 1999, 095110358X, 9780951103586.

0-8133-1697-9 Ethnic Conflict in World Politics 0-8133-9840-1 Ethnic Conflict in World Politics: Second Edition

Bel Air: An Architectural and Cultural History, 1782-1945, Marilynn M. Larew , 1999, 0965664619, 9780965664615. 

Characteristics of the 100 Largest Public Elementary and Secondary School Districts in the United States, 1991-92, John

P. Sietsema , 1994, 0160431964, 9780160431968. 

The Little ABC Phonics Book, Carole M. Gallagher , 1999, 0970219709, 9780970219701. The author of this book has

tested and used the materials and methods presented in this book for 30 years. They have been used in the classroom,

for home teaching and tutoring. They have proven to be a major help in teaching children the basic rules of phonics.

LITTLE ABC PHONICS BOOK was designed to pull that information together and provide a simple,easy to use teaching

aid. this book can be used by the student or anyone helping a child learn to read. It provides excellent help for students

that are experiencing reading frustrations. Simplicity of the book removes apprehension for all concerned. Order of

introduction: alphabet, consonants, vowels, memory words and exceptions. Color coding around the pages divides the

book into sections: alphabet purple, consonants - orange, vowels - green, memory words and exceptions - blue. The

book is just plain handy!!!

Theme Organizer 3, Cullinan , 1994, . 

Class Philo& Studg Phil& PH GD Rsrch Navg, ANONIMO , 2006, 013157468X, 9780131574687. 

Hepatitis, John Strang, Michael Farrell , 1996, 0948830387, 9780948830389. 
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Contributions in Mammalogy: A Memorial Volume Honoring Dr. J. Knox Jones, Jr., Hugh H. Genoways, Robert J. Baker ,

1996, 0964018837, 9780964018839. 

The Animals Went In Two By Two, , 2009, 1921346485, 9781921346484. Wendy Straw (illustrator of the popular

Wendy Straw nursery rhyme series) brings The Animals Went in two by two beautifully to life with her gorgeous

illustrations. Each action is accompanied by a charming 'how-to' drawing within the text, clearly explaining the 'action' in

a child-friendly way. The Animals went in two by two is the second book in Wendy's new action rhyme series (following

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear).

Trickle Irrigation of Row Crops with Specific Reference to the UK, Stephen J. Burgess, M. K. V. Carr , 1988, 0947767797,

9780947767792. 

Shots from the Front: The British Soldier, 1914-1918, Richard Holmes , 2010, 0007275498, 9780007275496. Richard

Holmes, one of Britain's best-known military historians (and President of the British Commission of Military History), has

selected over 200 photographs taken for the most part by officers and men rather than by official photographers - mostly

unfamiliar ones located in archive collections, regimental museums and private sources. There will also be specially

commissioned photographs by Mike Sheil, one of the best battlefield photographers working today.The book will deal

with the whole of the British Army's experience of the First World War - Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, and so on - and not just

on the Western Front. The photographs will be grouped thematically as extended picture essays; topics include the pre-

war army and mobilisation of 1914; the contribution made by nurses; medical treatment and the wounded; infantrymen

and their weapons; the campaign in Mesopotamia and more.Like 'Tommy', the book is about people rather than things,

about the human experience of war rather than its strategy or tactics, and at least as much about the everyday or

commonplace - a latrine here or a plate of bully beef there - as about the lofty or portentous. It shows us the dirt

beneath the fingernails of history.

8th Annual Report, National Advisory Body CESDI., Maternal and Child Health Research Consortium, Robert Wayne Shaw

, 2001, 0953353621, 9780953353620. Focusing on: Stillbirths, European comparisons of perinatal care, paediatric

postmortem issues, survival rates of premature babies -project 27/28.

Iterative methods for large linear systems, David Ronald Kincaid , 1990, 0124074758, 9780124074750. Very Good,No

Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.

The Spirit of Disobedience: Resisting the Charms of Fake Politics, Mindless Consumption, and the Culture of Total Work,

Curtis White , 2007, 0977825310, 9780977825318. With his trademark intelligence and humor, Curtis White argues that

the American left needs a new and compelling spiritual basis for its politics, and that its seeds can be discovered in

Thoreau's spiritual politics of refusal and a return to human "fundamentals" especially work, home, and food. Along the

way, White offers a shrewd reading of the cult classic Office Space, a scathing critique of Bill Maher's political comedy,
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and other acerbic cultural commentary. The book includes provocative interviews with James Howard Kunstler, John de

Graaf, and Michael Ableman.

A provincial glossary: with a collection of local proverbs, and popular superstitions, Francis Grose , 1787, . 

Ulwimi lwakowethu. Ibanga 3. Sisagaqa ; Ibanga 4. Sesiqingqa, H. W. Pahl , 1957, 0195700198, 9780195700190. 

Vogel Flies South, Keith William Harvey , 2004, 097007610X, 9780970076106. Vogel Flies South is the introduction to

Dutch Vogel, a man who leaps out of the rat race for a simpler life. Everything changes, however, when he meets a

stranger on the train from Berlin to Paris in the winter . Soon he is dodging armed assassins, uncovers international

secrets, and falls for dangerous beautiful women.

Peeblesshire: An Inventory of the Ancient Monuments, Volume 2, Grobritannien Commission on the Ancient and Historical

Monuments of Scotland, Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland , 1967, . 

Responding to Environmental Health Incidents - Community Involvement Handbook 2006, National Public Health

Partnership , 2006, 0977514471, 9780977514472. 

Compute!'s Beginner's Guide to Commodore 64 Sound, John Heilborn , 1984, 094238654X, 9780942386547. Explains

basic sound concepts, shows how to create music and sound effects, and includes advice on mixing sound and graphics

How Frog Lost His Tail, , 1999, . 

Owen Lade 1992-2007: Retrospective, Owen Gower Lade , 2012, . 

Memphis Medicine: A History of Science and Service, Patricia LaPointe McFarland, Mary Ellen Pitts , 2011, 0966838092,

9780966838091. 

Landmarks: Nine New Australian Stories, Nadia Wheatley , 1991, 0140364986, 9780140364989. Paperback edition of a

collection of nine original short stories for teenagers, first published in 1991. The contributors are Gillian Rubinstein, Libby

Gleeson, Simon French, Allan Baillie, Jenny Pausacker, Bron Nicholls, Victor Kelleher, Libby Hathorn and the editor.

Includes biographical notes. 'An excellent showcase for some of Australia's most innovative and accomplished writers'

(Agnes Nieuwenhuizen, 'Good Books for Teenagers'.

Keeping the Game Alive: One Hundred Years of Camogie in Britain, Helena Duignan , 2004, 0954710606,

9780954710606. 

Upon the Elysian stream: 150 years of Magdalen College Boat Club, Oxford, Mark Blandford-Baker , 2008, 0953643557,

9780953643554. 

Sociology of Education: Possibilities and Practices, Jennifer Allen , 2004, 0170122107, 9780170122108. Sociology of

Education: Possibilities and Practices inspires an interest in the sociology of education. It continues to break new ground

in presenting a problem-based format to examine conventional and new developments in this area and provides a

thoughtful and challenging examination of the societal, cultural and historical context of education. Notable features of
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the book are that each chapter examines a scenario to explore pertinent sociological perspectives and related approaches

to practice, and these are discussed in the Australian and global context. The book is written in language appropriate to

those new to studying the sociology of education as well as those with a continued interest in new developments, and

provides a format that encourages ongoing discovery through research. The contributing authors represent a great deal

of national and international experience and expertise in educational research and share a desire for a reflective and

active approach to the study of the sociology of education. The team emphasises the a living linka of educational theory

and practice and the need to excite the reader through the possibilities of the sociological perspective.

The Munro letters, Innes Munro , 1992, 095114278X, 9780951142783. 

I Can't Believe I'm Buying This Book: A Commonsense Guide to Successful Internet Dating, Evan Marc Katz , 2003,

1580085717, 9781580085717. Fifty million curious singles have tried online dating and hundreds of thousands more sign

up every week. That means thousands of potential mates-and serious competition for each one. In I CAN'?T BELIEVE

I'?M BUYING THIS BOOK, Internet dating expert Evan Marc Katz shows you how to get noticed online. A former

MatchNet consultant and avowed online dater, Evan offers practical advice on choosing the right dating website, writing

eye-catching profiles, striking up that first email "conversation," turning a first date into a second, and much more.Equal

parts how-to guide and inspirational pep talk, I CAN'?T BELIEVE I'?M BUYING THIS BOOK is like having a chat with a

hysterically funny, insightful friend who tells it like it is while remaining cheerfully optimistic about the universal quest for

love. Whether you'?re an online dating junkie or a complete newcomer, this irreverent and intelligent guide will teach you

how to master the dating game and find true love online.The most quickly expanding age groups that are dating online

are women and men ages 35 to 54.More than 100,000 new people per week sign up with Internet dating sites.Online

dating is the top reason consumers log on to the Internet, behind travel and financial transactions, music sharing, and

adult entertainment.A guide to successful Internet dating from the founder of the world''s first Internet dating consulting

firm, E-Cyrano.

The Guide to Questioning Everything: Why You Shouldn't Believe Everything You Think, David P. Schloss , 2011,

0962923087, 9780962923081. Have you ever wondered who you truly are and why you're on earth at this time? Do you

think there's more to you and the world around you than just what you can see? Is your life the way you want it or do

you sometimes feel like something's holding you back? Have you ever really searched for what's blocking you and come

up empty? Many people spend their entire lives fighting against invisible barriers that keep them from what they desire

and believe there's nothing they can do about it. But I believe there are reasons for everything that happens in our lives.

More importantly, I think it's possible for us to understand those reasons. Once we do, they can guide us in creating the

lives we really want. Questions are the answer to finding out what stands in the way of the lives we want. This book

provides many of those questions, which can help reveal answers from the only real place they exist, inside of you.
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Community Based Corrections Study Guide, Stinchcomb , 2003, . 

A Grave Talent: A Novel, Laurie R. King , 2010, 1429990937, 9781429990936. THE FIRST BOOK IN THE KATE

MARTINELLI MYSTERY SERIESIn Laurie R.King's Grave Talent, the unthinkable has happened in a small community

outside of San Francisco. A series of shocking murders has occurred, the victims far too innocent and defenseless. For

lesbian Detective Kate Martinelli, just promoted to Homicide and paired with a seasoned cop whos less than thrilled to be

handed a green partner, its a difficult case that just keeps getting harder.Then thepolice receive what appears to be a

case-breaking lead: it seems that one of the residents of this odd colony is Vaun Adams, arguably the centurys greatest

woman painter and a notorious felon once convicted of a heinous crime.But what really happened eighteen years ago?

To bring a murderer to justice, Kate must delve into the artists dark pasteven if it means losing everything she holds

dear.

The Ballad of Big Ben's Boots and Other Tales for Telling, John Dashney , 1996, 0964135736, 9780964135734. A

collection of twenty-two original tales from the traveling storyteller. "Here you will find ghostly boots, stampeding

chickens, a mysterious creature called an orm, computerized hound dogs, simulated sheep, runaway trees, dimwitted

czars, and resourceful princesses" -- P. [4] of cover.

I Brake for Yard Sales: and Flea Markets, Thrift Shops, Auctions, and the Occasional Dumpster, Lara Spencer , 2012,

1584799226, 9781584799221. Good Morning America correspondent Lara Spencer is a self-confessed frugalista with a

passion for shopping at yard sales, thrift shops, and estate sales, and for decorating her home and friends homes with

her fabulous finds. In I Brake for Yard Sales, Lara shares her secrets for bargain hunting and tells you where to shop,

what to look for, how to pay for it, how to restore it, and finally, where to put it in your house. Looking for the newest

arrivals at your local thrift shops? After busy Saturdays and no-pick-up Sundays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays are generally

the best days to shop for fresh items. Peppered with wisdom from world-renowned appraisers whom Lara knows from

her previous work on Antiques Roadshow as well as contributions from well-known designers, this book also features the

house of comedienne and good friend Kathy Griffin, which Spencer herself refurbished and decorated.

National Park Guide 1992, Michael Frome , 1992, 013625070X, 9780136250708. Environmental journalist Michael Frome

takes readers on an up-to-date guided tour of all 49 national parks. Personalized text and stunning photography highlight

the 26th edition of this comprehensive guide. Each park's history, geology, and unique points of interest are explored.

Also includes park access, visitor centers, park activities, accommodations and more. Photographs and maps, many in full

color.

McNamara, Clifford, and the Burdens of Vietnam 1965-1969, Volume 6, , Edward John Drea , 2011, 0160881358,

9780160881350. Volumes 1-5 have series title: History of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Industrial (Including Marine) Engines, Stationery Office, The , 1983, 0115290818, 9780115290817. 
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Randall's Wall, Carol Fenner , 2000, 0606179356, 9780606179355. Artistically talented but socially underprivileged,

Randall protects himself from the pain of human relationships, but the wall of defense crumbles when a classmate

decides to intervene in his life.

The Liverpool Venus, Innes Brown , 1998, 0953050300, 9780953050307. 

The Higher Functional Field, Cecilia Poletto , , . 

Golden Gate Bridge, Fort Point: Self-guided Walks, Marilyn Straka , 2002, 0967927013, 9780967927015. 

Will to Murder, 4th Edition: The True Story Behind the Crimes and Trials Surrounding the Glensheen Killings, Gail

Feichtinger , 2009, 188731735X, 9781887317351. On June 27, 1977, an intruder entered Glensheen, the stately Duluth

manor built along the Lake Superior shore. Before leaving with a basketful of stolen jewelry, the intruder used a satin

pillow to smother Elisabeth Congdon and Velma Pietila. Together with former Duluth News-Tribune crime reporter Gail

Feichtinger, Duluth Police Detective Gary Waller and St. Louis County Prosecutor John DeSantothe men who investigated

and prosecuted Marjorie and her husband, Roger Caldwellbring readers behind the scenes of the Minnesotas most

infamous double murder. Feichtinger then reaches beyond the Glensheen killings to follow Marjorie through her

convictions for arson and presents new evidence that suggests that Marjorie may have gotten away with murderfive

times.

College Writer's Reference with 2001 APA Guidelines, Toby Fulwiler , 2005, . 

e-Study Guide for: Leading Issues in Economic Development: Economics, Economics, Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2012,

1467236330, 9781467236331. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the

textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook.

Zoom In!, Brian Abbs, Ingrid Freebairn, Chris Barker , 2003, 0130925802, 9780130925800. 

The Spaces Between Us, Ann Goldsmith , 2010, 0984177205, 9780984177202. Poetry. "The last stanzas of Goldsmith's

beautiful 'Finders Keepers' lay out her large achievement to discover and inhabit the 'radiance' whose light fills the 'dark

thought', the spacesof time? of mortality? of cosmic emptiness?within and between us. This is the miracle poetry at its

best can produce: the dark thought kept steadily in mind, its darkness illuminated without being blinded, without being

sacrificed to light."Irving Feldman

Redworld, Charles L. Harness , 1986, 0886771250, 9780886771256. 

Ghost, Jeanne Desy , 2000, 0944754848, 9780944754849. 

Study War Some More (if You Want to Work for Peace), Charles Eugene Fager, Quaker House (Fayetteville, N.C.) , 2010,

0945177550, 9780945177555. "Presents a new strategic approach to peace work, based on 40-plus years of experience

at Quaker House, up close with the Military Industrial Complex." -- Publisher's description.

Black Voices: An Inside Look at Black Relationships, Behind the Veil, Mitchell Lane, Gary Crooms , 1993, 0964066904,
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9780964066908. 

The Oxford Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy, Frank Jackson, Michael Smith , 2007, 0199234760, 9780199234769.

Oxford Handbooks offer authoritative and up-to-date surveys of original research in a particular subject area. Specially

commissioned essays from leading figures in the discipline give critical examinations of the progress and direction of

debates. Oxford Handbooks provide scholars and graduate students with compelling new perspectives upon a wide range

of subjects in the humanities and social sciences. The Oxford Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy is the definitive

guide to what's going on in this lively and fascinating subject. Jackson and Smith, themselves two of the world's most

eminent philosophers, have assembled more than thirty distinguished scholars to contribute incisive and up-to-date

critical surveys of the principal areas of research. The coverage is broad, with sections devoted to moral philosophy,

social and political philosophy, philosophy of mind and action, philosophy of language, metaphysics, epistemology, and

philosophy of the sciences. This Handbook will be a rich source of insight and stimulation for philosophers, students of

philosophy, and for people working in other disciplines of the humanities, social sciences, and sciences, who are

interested in the state of philosophy today.

Sharing Christ with Black Muslims: An Introduction to the Orientation of Black Muslims, Gary Banks, Eddie Kinley , 1995,

0965123405, 9780965123402. 

National Asylum Support Service: The Provision of Accommodation for Asylum Seekers; Home Office, Great Britain:

National Audit Office , 2005, 0102933413, 9780102933413. The National Asylum Support Service provides

accommodation for asylum seekers who are destitute, or likely to become destitute. There work is demand led and the

increase in asylum applications between 2001 and 2003 caused considerable problems. Although the system coped with

the pressure, a subsequent ministerial review concluded that the system needed to be improved. This report looks at the

Service to see if lessons have been learnt and its approach has been modified to provide a better quality service at a

more economical cost.

Calculus for Management, Kolman, Susan L. Friedman, Robert L. Higgins, Charles G. Denlinger , 1988, 015505757X,

9780155057579. 

Fireflies in a Jar: A Milltown Reverie, Georgia Nejak Kraff , 2012, 098817880X, 9780988178809. Steel. The promise of

securitythe ability to provide for a family. The close sense of community of a neighborhood tied by Steel. YetSteel in the

end delivered misery, sickness and the degradation of that community. Fireflies offers one womans memories of her

community, of family particularly the antics of her three beloved brothersbrothers who held such promise for the future

all surrounded by Steel.

The X10 Memeplex: Multiply Your Business by 10!, Michael Hewitt-Gleeson , 2000, 0724801111, 9780724801114. Guide

to business growth based on the idea that every business is under-utilising the combined brainpower of its customers,
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shareholders, employees and suppliers. Theorises that if a business manages to harness this brainpower, its growth rate

will increase from 10% per year to 10 times the rate of growth. Author is Founder and Principal of the School of

Thinking. Previous titles are 'Software for Your Brain' and 'NewSell'.

Esap Ki Kathayen, R.K.Yadav , 2006, . 

Take a Breather 2: Short Walks North of Abingdon Within Reach by Bus, Volume 2, Marguerite Osborne , 2001,

0953378527, 9780953378524. 
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